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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
Mentally retarded children constitute one of the largest single groups among the total exceptional child population of the United States. Dunn1 in his study states that
speech impairment is the only area of exceptionality with
children outnumbering the mentally retarded.

Cruickshank 2

estimates that in 1963 the mentally retarded constituted
between three and four per cent of the general population.
This estimate indicates that there are approximately five
and one-half million retarded persons in a general population of one hundred eighty-five million.

~he

United States

Department of Health, Education, and Welfa.re3 estimates that
in 1963 there were one and one-half million retarded children
1

Lloyd M. Dunn, Exceptional Children in the Sqhools
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1903J, pp. 11,
17-18.
.
2

William M. Cruickshank, Psychologl Qt Exceptional
Children and J~ujh (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: PrenticeHall, Inc., 19 3 , P• 454.
3united States Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, }1enta~ Rete.rdation Program 2f. the u• .§.. Deuartment
gt Health, Education, ~ Welfare ll ~A report prepared
by the Secretary's Committee on Mental Retardation (Washington,
D. c.: United States Department of Health, Eduoation, and
Welfare, 1963), p. 14.

2

in the United States.

When the retarded young adults between

the ages of twenty-one and thirty are taken into consideration the number of retarded persons in the United States
becomes much higher.
During the la.st decade much has been accomplished in
this country to provide secular education through the public schools for exceptional children including the mentally
retarded.

Hundreds of books and articles have been published

about secular education for exceptional children.

However.

there is a widespread lack of information about the part the
church is playing in providing religious education and overall developmental exercises for exceptional children particularly those who are mentally retarded.

Very little is

generally known about the programs and services that are
provided by the church for mentally retarded children and
young adults and whether or not the programs that are provided are benefitting the retarded children and their parents.
This dearth of information has prompted this study.
I•

statement 2t

~

11.1E

nrgblem•

PROBUl~M

It is the purpose of this

inquiry ( 1) to study and analyze selected Christian eduoe.tion
programs that have been,organized for mentally retarded ohildren and young adults; and (2) to determine the effect of
these progre.ms tn helping the retarded children and their

3
parents obtain a better understanding of the seeking love of
Jesus as revealed through the activities of the church.
II.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

The 'objectives of this inquiry are to study the fol-

lowing aspects of the problem:
1.

What speo1f1o services are incorporated 1n the

ohuroh programs for mentally retarded children and young
adults?
2.

Are the selected church programs helping mentally

retarded children and young adults?

3· Are the parents of mentally retarded children
and young adults 1n the selected programs being helped?
III.

E:x,;sarota.Qna:Jn

DEF'INITIONS OF TERI1JS USED
gb~l4rtn•

In this study the term "excep-

tional children" refers to those who deviate from the theoretical average 1n physical and mental oharaoterist1os to such
an extent that they require spec1a.l educational services 1n

order to develop to their maximum capacity.
Qn~~tatac®

id:U.Qa!f+on.

The term lfChrist1an eduoationn

as used 1n this study refers to the UDderstand1ng of pr1n•
e1ples, values, a.nd, e.otiv1t1es that demonst.rate the seeking
love of God for every human being as revea.led in Jesus
Christ, and our response to this love as revealed by our

4

attitude and relationship to God and to our fellow men.
Mgstalll ltte;deg.

This term refers to a condition

depicting subaverage intelligence and a reduced capacity
for learning.

In this investigation the term refers to the

retardates who seem unable to profit from regular Christian
education classes but who might profit from special Christian
education classes.

E¢M9!ble

~tttlg!~·

This term refers to the child

who can benefit from regular school classes. but only to
a limited degree.
Wrainabl~ ret~tA•

lhis

t~rm

refers to those who

are not considered educable and are considered unable to
profit from regular school classes.
QbtldrtUl

lll£i

;tQ!ms: &dyJ,ts.

lh1s term as used in

1

this study refers to the retarded who range in age from tour

to thirty- years.
IV.

LIMil&_!'l'ION8 OF' THE S 1l'UDY

This study is concerned with mentally retarded children and young adults.

Other areas of exceptionality are

not included.
The information in this study 1s based upon the investigator's tape recorded interviews with the class teachers.

No

5
attempt was made to secure information from parents, pastors,
or any church officials.
Lhe classes included in the study are located within

1

a. one hundred mile radius of Stockton, California.

V.
The

chapters.

ORGANIZATION OF

~HE

REMAINDER OF 'rHE

~HESIS

remainder of the thesis is organized into four
Chapter II contains the review of the literature.

'lhe methodology, techniq-,.te, and source for collecting data
for this study are described in Chapter III.

Chapter IV

contains the presentation and analysis of the data gathered.
The final chapter includes the summary, conclusions, and
recommendations.

REVIEW OF IJ.lJ:IE LI TEB.A TUB.E

In this study the relevant literature is divided into
two main areas:

(1) relevant books and periodicals and {2)

relevant academic studies.
I.

RELEVANT BOOKS AND PERIODICALS

The review of relevant books and periodicals is divided
into three parts:

(l) incidence and scope of mental retarda-

tion, (2) interest in the retarded, (3) Christian education
for the retarded.
~nQidenee

and Scgpe gf Mental

Retardat~ou

A review of the literature rnakes it clear that no

definitive an.swers can be given to statistical questions con..
oern1ng the prevalence of mental retardation on a global basis.
According to Robinson and Robinson:
The proportion of children regarded as educationally
subnormal in different countries v-ary greatly according
to the criteria employed. Dutch estimates based on eight
large cities give a mean rate of 2.6%; French e.stim.a.tes
range from 1.5% to 8.6%, depending on age; English edu•
cat1onal practice aims to make provision for 1% of school
children in special schools, while a further 8% or 9% are
considered to require special educational provision within
the ordinary school system. Varying estima~es have been
given in different States (sic] of the USA [sic] and in
Switzerland.

lHe.lbert B. Robinson and Nancy M. Robinson,

.Da

r.:tenta.llz

fietmrdtg Ch1*d (New York& McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1965), P• 40.

7
Hob:inson and H.obinson further note:
The most generally accepted rule-of-thumb approach
to an estimate of mental retardation has been a rate of
about ) per cent, , • • this rough approximation is
probably low and must be altered as soon as a specific
group is considered. Nevertheless, even this minimal
estimate would designate some 5,550,000 persons as
retarded in a general population of 185,000,000.
Assuming this rate of prevalence and this popula.tion,
about 126,000 babies born each year in the United states
\'till be considered retarded a. t soma time in their lives" 2
In surveying the problem, Sister

¥~ry

1heodore points

out that one family in every ten in America has a retarded
member, in one generation or another.J

One in every four

adults has some connection or association with a retarded
person who may be a relative, a neighborhood acquaintance,
or an individual with whom he has become familiar through
~rofessional

t1es.

Mental retardation knows no immunity

and respects not class, ra.ce, nor creed.,
In the booklet

~

R§taideg

g~~ ~ Hel~eg

the

Nationa.l Associa.tion for Retarded Children states the men...
tally retarded uare of every race, religion, and nationality,

every educational, social and economic background.

Iizental

retardation crosses every line, to impair the minds of thirty
out of every thousand Americans.u 4 The National Association
2~., P• 4·1.

Js1ster ~1ary '.rheodore, l.1lJl Qb.allenge .21: thEl rtytargeQ.
(Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing 'company, 195~, PP• 11-12.
4

~ JJe.\arg,t}Si .Qcm.·a Ji§l:ped, (Ne't>r York: National
Association for Retarded Children, Inc.). (1h1s pamphlet
is unnumbered and undated.)

8

for Retarded Children notes in this same bookletS that the

mentally retarded live among ne.ighbors and townspeople in
small towns. big cities, and farms in all fifty States.
With the growth of educational and training services for the
retarded, it is now possible for the great majority to live
at home with their families and take part in the affairs of
the community.

Other retarded persons, however, live in

institutions, residential schools, and hospitals.

,In1fu:est 1p .~be R§t!t$!!d
A large body of literature demonstrates that the
retarded can be helped and points out that many avenues are
being searched in the interest of helping retarded persons
attain their maximum potentials.
l~y

articles 1n periodicals, such as the Amt£&AIQ

Js-mtMJ. at l'titutal Uftf1g1engx and

~;gext~is;wal

.Qbilg;ren tell

of the progress that is being made 1n scientific research
in the field ot mental retardation and 1n developing educational programs for the retarded.

In recent years the

American Association on l'iental D$f1o1enoy has published

several

Ment&l

monogra~h
~ftt1Q1enpx.

supplements to

lha

Amer1gan iOYrQil 91

One supplement prepared by Rick Heber

was published 1n September, l959t entitled A Manyab

~

9

TerminologY and Classifigatiqn 1n Mental Retardation. 6

Many

names and terms dealing with mental retardation are defined
individually and categorically.

Various modes of behavior

dealing with mental retardation are classified.
supplement is

A ManuBl

gn Program Development

Another

1n Mentat

Retardation by William I. Gardner and Herschel

w.

Nisonger.?

It sets down guidelines for planning, developing, and
co-ordinating programs for the mentally retarded at state
and local levels.
Another source indicating increased contemporary
interest in coping with mental retardation is Morris and
Miriam Pollock's book~~ for the Retarded. a The
Pollocks attempt to encourage the parents and teachers of
mentally retarded children by providing suggestions that
might help some retarded persons assume meaningful places in
the economic and social life of the country.

With regard to

Christian education of the mentally retarded, the Pollocks

6Rick Heber, A Manual 211 Term1noloe;y
Clf!ssifigatign
1n Mental Retardation (Monograph Supplement o American
Journal £t Mental DeficiencY, Vol. LXIV, No. 2. Columbus,
Ohio: The American Association on Mental Deficiency, Sep...
tember, 1959), 3-111.

£<1

7william I. Gardner and Herschel w. Nisonger, A l1§nual
gn program Development !n Mental Retardation (Monograph
Supplement to Amerigan Joutnal g! Mental Defici§noy, Vol.
LXVI, No. 4. Columbus, Ohio: 'l'he American Association on
Mental Deficiency, January, 1962), 3-192.

8Morris P. and Miriam Pollock, 'ew Hope foi the
Retarded (Boston: Porter Sargent, 1953 , PP• 3-12.

10

believe that the retarded are capable of religious devotion.
Halbert and Nancy Robinson9 point out that whereas
in the past the personal value systems of most persons in
our culture tended to award high status to brightness and
to find in persons of low intelligence little of interest
o:r: challenge, the beginning of the second half of the twenti-

eth/ century has seen e. reversal of this situation.

Hem tal

1l:"<;ltardation 1s being recognized as a vast public health
,problem and the cause ot heartbreak and suffering in count•
i

less families throughout the world.

Robinson and Robinson

' point out that this growing movement ha.s in recen·t yee.rs
received added impetus from the concerted efforts of many
organ1.za.t1ons, ranging from the United States Goverr.tment
under the initiative of President John F.
governments, such

~arents•

Kenned~

to state

groups as the National Assooia•

tion :f'or Retarded Children, ·auoh ohe.r1 table groups as the
National Foundation (March of Dimes), and suoh private
foundations as the Joseph P. Kennedy, Jr. Foundation.
Cornell ca~a and Maya P1nes 10 stress that the retarded
no l!ohger have to be hidden in institutions or at home.
S¢me of them oan be effectively trained.

Nillions of the

.retarded oan become at least partly self.... suffioient, able to

9Robinaon and Robinson, 21:!.• o~t., preface.

°

1 Cornell Ca.pa and !Vlaya Pines • Rttard§d Qb~J:d;tfln .QWl

1?.!, ./:tJeI1J:JJeg (Great Neelt, New York:

Channel Press, Inc., 19.57).

11

do simple, repetitive work in industry, on farms and in
homes, and in special 'trorkshops.

V>!ith help w..any of them

oe.n meet the sooia.l demands of rural and urban life.
the opinion of Cape, and Pines

t:~ll

In

but a fifth of the retarded

persons can become contributing members of sooiety, enjoy•
ing feelings of aohiEnrement and a life of their own.

Capa

and Pines discuss the Na.tional Association for Retarded

Children's Bill of !lights, a ten-point plan designed to
attain the following goals:
Specialized clinics offering aooura~e diagnosis and
treatment; home-visiting teachers; nursery schools;
special classes in the public schools for the upperlevel, "educable" children, as well as classes for the
less capable, the so-called "trainable"; sheltered
workshops and training centers; community centers;
selective placement of adults in jobs; dynamic; com•
munity-minded institutions; and research into the
11
causes, possible oures and prevention of retardation.
Slaughter12 emphasizes the relationship between mental
retardation and parental attitudes.

She points out that one

of the most difficult truths for a parent to faae is the fact
that his child is mentally retarded.
Onoe the initial shook has worn orr, $nd he has had
time to refleot, he will usue.ll;y do one or three things.
He may deny that his ohild is mentally retarded. He
l.ruf.cy' aooept the idea and assume there 1s nothing he oan .
do about it. Or, he may fUlfill .his parental responsibilities by seeing the.t his child is given opportunities
to develop those native potentialities he does possess.
11~., T>t 10.
12stella s. 8la~ghter, lb.! M~n~all;y Betsdefn\ SJb~ls\
~ H1!it Paant (New Yorlr: Harper and Brothers, 1960).

12

Probably n£'lohi.ld is born '\IT1thout some possibilities
of growth. ""
In Slaughter's opinion though full certainty about
the future cannot be known:
••• there are many foreseeable possibilities wh1oh
may be utilized in plans for the tomorrow of a mentally
retarded child. • • • How fully he attains the degree
of maturity Of 'li-rhioh he is inherently capable will depend
upon the habits and attitudes that have been instilled
within him, upon the practical knowledges (sio] he has
acquired, upon the environmental opportunities available
to him as an ad.ult and upon the guidance accorded him
from time to time. 14

Although Slaughter directs her remarks to parents, she
believes that many tea:ohers of retarded children, particularly those teachers who have not had the benefit of specialized training; can gain some information about various methods
that might be used with retarded persons.
Davies 1 .5 stresses the sooia.lization aspect in deal....

ing with the retarded.

He points out that, whether carried

out by the public school, by the home, by the institution,
or through community agencies, the ultimate aim of all work
with the retarded should be socialization.

Socialization,

in this sense, is the development of personality 1n relation·
to environment so that within the limits of his ability the

13~·; P• 1.

~., P• 1:39•

14

1 5stanley P. Davies with Katharine G. Eoob; IbA
J1ent'l~ B~tat4ed 1n ~og)r1tx (New Yorlt: Columbia Press,
1959 •

13
retarded individual may become a soo1al asset instead of a
liability.

Davies is quick to add that "this is not dif..
ferent from the aim of all educat1on ...16 Davies develops
the idea that in dealing trith the retarded the social
approach is to be taken instead of emphasis upon intellectual development.

Even more important is the training of

those qualities which might enable a number ot retarded

persons to become useful citizens.

This type of progrrun is

being put into operation in several places and is receiving

an affirmative response fron1 many homes for the retarded,
~rogressive

institutions, public schools, and community

agencies.
According to Dybwa.d, 1 7 studies in this country and
in Europe have clearly shown that there can be a d1stinot
upw~rd

change in the rating

or

the mentally retarded person

who is subject to favorable, stimulating environment and
training.

Dybwad challenges Am.erioan society not to hinder

the retarded by aooept1ng attitudes which convey that the
present si tue.t1on is the best the.t can be done.
that

1ntm

retarded.

He demands

work to develop the best possible programs for the

In order

to carry out this task, aooepta.noe of the

status quo must be replaoed

by

aggressive,

ore~t1ve,

16.I.:b14• t P• 215.
17
aunnar Dybwad, Qhmllenp;e§ in n_e~a.l

(New York: Columbia University Press, 19

),

dynamic

14
programs for the retarded.
Jordan sums up in one sentence what all of the other

writers above have said regarding the retarded:

"He has the
ce.pa.oity to profit froru our attempts to help him .. "18
Cln:tsti~n l1~<1'J&otM:12n

The

tot t,he

~a.,bl12e;;ta.:ebl.

ll$1~~.rf!~

SU:, y,lg;:ld L1 t~u:atur§ .2D,

l:.t<i.l,l'f1~;b

Uetgrd ...

~l9 lists twenty books and articles published since 1946
concerned with religious education ot mentally retarded
persons.

~rwo

of these publications are mentioned twice,

seven 20 of the

lea~ing eighteen different publications.

eighteen publications are not revieltred in this chapter
because they are not

~easonably

available.

'!he other eleven

l8 .L'homaa E. Jordan, The .M~ntall_x ,Retru:geg (Columbus •
Charles E. Merrill Boolts, Inc, t 1961 i, :P• 100.
1

Ohio:

19 .t'he President • s Panel on Mental Retardation,
B~~~~ Qt WQ)Z:l;-9, Lt tgg=a:tDJ,rt .QJl J;!,en~E\:J: ~et{l;r4,at,~:
1

Jiiriuii£

•.rrl8l.rgll ID.l

{\<~ashington, D.

ment Printing Office, 196;).

c.: u. s.

Govern•

20 J. w. Feider, & flY.~sli .1f.2 lmiY~rq, (revised edition;
Jeff'e;rson, \'/iseons1nt St. Coletta. Sahool, Inc., 1958); Nary
.Agnesine t :r~Mlsth3.n~I R~ltg1gn tQl: Li v;3,ng ( :t<lilt>raukee: 'lne Bruce
Publishing Company, 195:2 ; ~roel lYJarie, nReligiou.s Instruction
of the Exceptional Child," ,Q~,tl}.{?;!-.12, E£lU.PB'Ifi2n ~Ii~Yh LI
(19.53), 660-65; L. Naohuga,'Tea.oh Religion to Re·tard.ed
Children," 9S\1!hQ.~!.S t}SlhQ$?,:1:, .J~UtnE&.:J:t Iu'\:II (1962) t 2.5; Howard
Schomer and seward Hiltner, 'Rei1g1ous filin1stry to the
111entally Deficient, II ~ Jpuil"Wz+ .2! rlfF.Ptm:l J~l:!Q~enc.z,
LI (1946), 67-96; Arnold Purdie, 'Religion 1n Institutional
Community 1,1ving. 11 In a Sahulze, Susanne ( ed" ) • QI,e§.t1;v:e
~pup L3tv*ng in a Qht;Ldfe;p' s J;n.st~l(y.t!on (New York: Associ-

ated Press, 1951}, 5

.g~,

one publication incompletely listed,

making it impossible to list it here.
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publication are reviewed in this chapter along with other
periodical articles and books that were not listed in the
Bibliography Qf World Literature 2n M~ntal Retardation.
According to Kowrach, 21 moral defect does not necessarily follow mental defect.

The slow child, no matter how

little or much he is retarded, needs moral and religious
training.

Such training may help him become better adjusted

to the society in which he lives.

Religious training may

help bring out those facets of his personality which make
a full life, provide goals and stimulate the formation of
proper habits and wholesome attitudes.

Re~igious

and moral

training should be designed to supply the means for character
development from the earliest stages of childhood through
adult life.
Kowrach maintains that most retardates who become
delinquents are those who have been denied Christian training in youth.

He emphasizes that intelligent adults need to

offer high ideals and help children to develop in accordance
with these ideals.

It is thought that most retarded persons

respond to clear behavior training.

This learning of reli-

gious ideals and practices is not a sudden

overnight blossom-

ing out but a ma.tter of gradual growth.
21 E. J. Kowrach, 11 Moral and Religious Aspects of the
Problems of Retarded Children, 11 :Eguoation, LXXVI, No. 2
(October, 1955), 102-6.
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Kowrach summarizes his thoughts by saying that, though
the retarded person is handicapped by the lack of intelligence, the mental capacities he has can be used.

Good mental

hygiene suggests the need for developing good mental habits
long before serious maladjustments begin.

Kollrraoh believes

that the effort to teach and train a retarded child is
rewarded by making him a happier and more responsible person.
It also helps to prevent the production of a possible delinquent who would become a more difficult responsibility for
society to bear.
Daniel Silver 22 began a religious education program
for the retarded in 1956 at the request of parents who wanted
their children to feel at home in the surroundings of faith
and temple community.

The main concern was not intellectual

development but preparation for an e,otive part in the Jewish
religious community.

To accomplish their purpose Silver and

his associates set the following goals;
1. An acquaintance with the beauty and the routine
of Jewish religious life.
2.

An introduction to the experience of prayer.

3. The development of a ~~nse of belonging to Judaism
and to the Temple community. J
22 Daniel J. Silver, nRetarded Child and Religious

Education:

A Case Study, 11

tember-Ootob~r,

~eligiou~

195?), 361·

23 Ibid., 362.

4.

EQ,uoation, LII, (Sep-
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Class sessions were conducted for a one hour period on Friday
afternoons when several other religious instruction classes
were also in session.

Advanced training in the handling of

the special child was stressed by Silver regardless of the
previous experience the teacher had.
Silver considers involvement in prayer important and
reports the prayer of one child as:
Eord, we know .You are in the sky.
Lord, we know You are good.
Thank You for food.
Thank You for sending us to Sunday School
every Frid~~·
Amen to You.
Along with personal prayers the children are urged to memorize basic simple prayers used in the regular adult services
to establish a carryover between their bTiday school and
their participation in the regular t-rorship services.
Attempts are made to reward the children for their
interest.

Individua.l artwork and cra.f:ts are displayed in

the classroom.

The rabbis often enter the classroom at the

end of a session to compliment the children on their work.
Confirmation is usually given these children at the same
time it is
classes.

gi~en

to their own age group in the regular

Silver believes that the cessation of the program

at vacation time is detrimental to all concerned.
therefore, is conducted on a twelve-month basis.

The program,

18
Syden25 in discussing ~eligious education for the
Jewish retarded obild stresses the need for programs to

develop social and moral values and to equip the child with
the means of becoming an accepted citizen in his religious
surroundings.

Though all retarded children may not be able

to reach the goals set, the program should aim to develop
tully the ohild h potent1al1 ties.

Syd.en wants administrators

of any religious school who inaugurate a program for the
mentally retarded to use only teachers who have had suooesstul experience in teaching this type of child in secular
schools,

\~Iorking

with the mentally retarded in secular

school helps a teacher understand that the curriculum and
teaching materials are built around the abilities and interests
of the pupils and avoids trying to have the pupil adjust to
~

preconceived idea

or

what he should be learning at a cer-

tain age or school grade level.
Syden considers essential the oo•operat1on and sup•

port of the parents of the mentally retarded. toungster.

In

many instances parent groups and organizations have been
instrumental in the formation and establishment of special
classes in the schools and communities.

Syden believes that

religious education cannot become sn integral part of the
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ohild•s life unless it is practiced at home.
Hurt 26 describes the mentally retarded as naturally
leaning toward·· religion.

lbey seem to feel that the

1

Heavenly Father loves them in a special way and that Jesus
is a very particular Friend.

Their trust in God's goodness

and power shames the religious faith of many adults who seem

to lose the child-like faith which Jesus spoke about when He
said; "Exoept ye become as little children you cannot 1:nhe:t1t
the Kingdom of Hea.ven. 112 7
LaltsorfBreports that a significant part of' the progress

in work with mentally retarded persons in state training
schools has been the expansion

or

religious programs.

:J.be

results of a poll takf.m by Lawson 1n 19 59 of forty-three
state institutions shows that in thirty-eight state institutions for the retarded there were thirty-eight Protestant,
fifteen Roman catholic, and four Jewish chaplains, all serv•

1ng in tull•time capacities,

According to Lawson:

An 1no:cease of over 200 per oent is noted when one
considers the rise from seventeen chaplains in 19S4
to a total of t1tty-seven in 1959. In addition, it

26 Jean 11. Hurt, ~~Religious 'l'raining ot the Mentally
Retarded at caswell 1'Ta1n1ng School" n ~1sum K2JlmaJ: .it
1\'is:mtllt ,l2e:(a,ga,e;ugz, LXII, (January, 19.5 , 07·9·
9

Z?Matthew l8t).
28
Donald 1'1. Lawson, "Religious Programs tor the
Mentally Retrarded Residing in Institutions,., 11fttr~an ,:[OYn}il
.Qf. l\itnta:t J2gf.g1enqr, LXVI, (November, 1961), 59·
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was learned that there were t1tty•three chaplains
(p$~t-t:tm~} working in forty state sohools for the
retarded •..9
Nary Laurine 30 in her study emphasizes the importance
of the teacher's aooeptanoe of the retarded oh11d and the
ability of the teacher to adapt religious instruction to .
the condition of the ohild and his ability to learn.

Laurine

suggests the use of materials that appeal to the senses a11d
imagination, that arouse feelings of joy, reverence, and
love, and that provide the stimulus necessary for self•
training on the pert of the pupil.
Feid.er31 speelts of the moral l'iorth of the retarded
end of the interest and love for them as eXPressed by God

the !''ather, God the Son, and God. the Holy Ghost.

F1eider

stresses the fact that the retarded person is eq.ual to all

other human beings in all things of eternal value.
It is Mart1n's3 2 belief that the intellectual impairment of retarded children does not impair the work of grace
29~.

30

.

r"lary Laurine, nliOl•T to Present R$ligioua and Mo:ra.l
Truths to ~1entally Handicapped Children, u tti:UQ,. f't~J.iSl
~2~1&\on As§QQ\,at,\gn ~;L;Leii;n, LVIII, \August, 96~.17·18.

3lJ • l-1. Fe1d.er, nspirit'l'Wl Potential of the 1:1ente.lly
pet1cient ghild, .. ti&..t~gna! ~LltbQ;Lt~ ;wusw.tton AfUa22!-lt~gn
~l;J:ottllt XLIX, (August, 19 2) 1 21 -20.
32Ivtarie Hartin, nTeaching Religion to Nentall.y Heta.rded
Children: summary, n Ei;tionray Qat~g;L3tg f6l.yQat.a,gn AQ§OS21i~tQn
BUll~ti-rh LVI, (August, . 959 , ;5.
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1n their souls.

She believes that retarded children aP.proaoh

the study of religion with complete trust and

She ·

faith~

states that this faith in God's loving care gives the
retarded a sense of security in times of trouble.
Another writert Agatha Joseph,33 makes the observation
that the aim of religious classes for the retarded is to
bring these persons closer to Jesus by way of religious
instruction and moral training of mind and heart.

Joseph

believes that a knowledge of right and wrong and the chance
to put socially acceptable principles into practice is
necessary for successful and happy living regardless of
mental level.
It is Amaoher•s3 4 contention that, if a church is
ever to begin a program for the retarded, it must begin with
the situation ns it is.

Someone must start doing the plan•

ning, ga.thering the information, and training the teachers.
A ohuroh cannot afford to wait for ideal circumstances or

for en expert to set up a program.
Jane HookwelllS speaks of the church • s ooncer:n for
33Agatha Joseph, u.speo1al Day Classes for the Handicapped in the Archdiocese of st. Louis," ltfi\1!1onal ~thgl\o

~ug1t\sn

Aemeoiatlon

~Yllettn,

LIII, (August, 195

, 311-12.

34 Phyllis Amacher, "The Church School and the Handica-pped Child, " In:ktrxua.~1,na:Jc Joyrnal at Htlig~gug Jf.dY$U&ttop,
XXXVIII, (December, 19 l t 14-15t :39·
•·

3.5Jane Rockwell, uM1n1stry to Parents of the Retarded,"
Joutgal ~ Religigu§ ~4Y9&t1on, XXXVIII, (April,

Ingft}natgQDD~
19 2 t 1 -17.
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the mentally.retarded and their parentm.

It is her conten•

t1on that the minister and congregation can offer invaluable
assistance that often can be obtained nowhere else.

Some

children are so severely retarded that they are unable to
understand tully the message of the gospel 1 but Hockwell
suggests that simple religious training for these children is

possible and allows them to obtain some comprehension of the
meaning of God and His love.
effectiveness of

C~ristian

Regarding the number and

education classes for the mentally

retarded, Rockwell asserts:
Special church school classes for the retarded have
had a mushroom-like growth in churches all over the
country. These experiments have generally been success•
6
ful beyond expectation. . Otten they have been
co-operative ventures of all churches in the community. 3

Jeanne Saunders37 is concerned about church membership for the retarded, recounting the experience of three
mentally retarded teenage girls who requested membership in
their church.

She describes the various church discussions,

activities, e.nd decisions leading up to the fulfilling of

this request.
Lerr1go 38 speaks of the church's relationship to the

:3 6~., P• 17.
37Jeanne Saunders, UChuroh lV1embership for the Retarded, n
I:g.ter;ag!oll@l .zournf!!l gt. Relig!o.ys F:ldYga.t~!>!h XXXIX, (I~W.rch 1

1963 '

~~Qb

. . 7.

)
38:r1ar1on o. Lerrigo, lbJ!, I~,;mtalj.y dmta.rdeS\ .&n..2. Ja::ut
(New York: Office of Publication and Distribution, 1958 •
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retarded.

Certain avenues the church can take in minister-

ing to the retarded are suggested.

The church can interpret

needs, minister to the families, provide educational pro ....
grams, train leaders, and work with other churches in various
ventures. 39
Kemp40 suggests that along with educational and voce.•
tional training for the retarded should go moral and spiritual training so that theY cen become part:. of the community,

participants in the church but, most important of all, that
they may have the values that come from religious faith and
acceptance.

In Kemp's opinion what the church has done for

the retarded indicates that retarded children are receptive
to religious teaching.

These children seem to enjoy partioi ...

pation in religious activities, provided the activities are
relatively simple and the children have been prepared as to
what to expect.

Kemp synthesizes his thoughts on the retarded

by stating, "1beir cup is not as large as the norn1.al person • s,
41
but it can be t1lled.."
42
Bogardus
presents a comprehensive manual dealing
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with the church's educational ministry ·to the retarded,

This

manual gives practical instruction to church leaders and
teachers "t'lho are conducting programs with retarded children
and youth.

rrhe manual recognizes that retarded adults need

the church's ministry; however, the manual concentrates on
work with children and youth.
stubblefield's4 3 study concerning retarded children
and their parents is set within the context of the church's
total ministry to families.

He presents the family dimen-

sions of the problem and cites the opportunities for pastoral
care to retardates living at home and in institutions.
Stubblefield explores the social welfare role of the church,
summing up his philosophy by saying:
'!he Christian education of the mentally retarded is
one aspect of the church's total teaching ministry. It
is differently [sic] only in degr4~' not in kind, from
that provided for normal persons.
A second publication by Stubblefield45 dealing
with the actual work of pastors and churches in mental
retardation sampleithe thinking of pastors regarding mental

4 3narold w. Stubblefield, ~ Churgh'e Mini~try 1n
I-1§Jntal Retardation (Nashville: Broadman Press, 19 5).
44

Ibid., P• 73•

45 Harold W. Stubblefield, "The IY.linistry emd Nental
Retardation,~~ Jgurna.:l: Q..t: Religion and Health, III, Number II
{January, 1964), 136-47•

2.5
retardation and surveyed the actual ministries performed.
Since the study seems to be the only one of its type and
provides some thought provoking information for the pastor
it is outlined extensively on the following pages.
Stubblefield conducted a survey among all the pastors
in Davidson County, Tennessee, a metropolitan area around
Nashville, Tennessee.

He mailed a questionnaire with a

covering letter to the 64.5 ministers on the mailing list of
the Nashville Association of Churches.

After a follow-up

he secured a total return of 229 questionnaires.

Since

only 9 Negro and Jewish clergymen responded, representing a
minute proportion of the total returns, these were not
included in order to secure more adequate generalizations.
His findings are thus based upon the returns of 220 white
Protestant ministers and Catholic priests, representing 46
per cent of such clergymen in Davidson County, the majority
of which were in suburban churches.
In his questionnaire Stubblefield inquired about:
(1) the extent of the minister's contact with mentally
retarded persons and their families; (2) the ministry to
parents of retarded persons; (J) the nature and scope of the
church's responsibility; (4) the effect that the birth of a
retarded child has on the religious faith and practice of
parents; (.5) theological issues in mental retardation; (6) the
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ministry to retarded persons; and (7) the religious responsi•
bility of the retarded.
Stubblefield found that 92 per cent of the ministers
indicated

ha~ing

had some contact with mentally retarded

persons and their families.

Sixty-two per cent of the

ministers reported having mentally retarded persons in their
ohurohes at the time of the study.
Concerning their work with parents of retarded ohil•
dren Stubblefield found that 50 per cent of the ministers
had engaged in pastoral conversation with parents regarding
their retarded child and 42 per cent offered comfort and
support.

Intensive counseling was reported by 17 per cent,

while 23 per cent

h~d

community agencies.

ministered by referring the parents to
Several pastors reported performing no

ministries at all to the retarded.

Only 25 per cent of the

ministers indicated that they considered themselves competent to help parents

t~ri th

this problem, while 10 per cent

said they considered themselves helpless to work effectively
with parents of' retarded children.

Fifty per cent perceived

religious educa:liion for the retarded and. their families as

a. problem of long duration.

Only 1 per cent said that

Christian education for the retarded 1re.s not a problem of
oonoer:n to the minister and the church.
Concerning the nature and scope of the ohuroh's

responsibility to the retarded Stubblefield round that 96 per

---------

--- -

-

- -- --

- - - ..-----
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cent of the respondents believed that the minister and the
church have a responsibility to the retarded and their
families.
ing.

Eighty-seven per cent advocated pastoral counsel-

Seventy-eight per cent of the pastors advocated a

supportive ministry of encouragement, while 76 per oent
suggested the pastor and church serve as a referral source
to community agencies.

Sixty per cent of the ministers

believed that the church should provide special religious
eduoa.tion classes for the retarded.

A small minority of the

ministers said that the church has no responsibility for a
ministry to retarded persons and their families.
In discussing the effect on religious beliefs and
practices Stubblefield found 41 per cent of the respondents
had observed that a retarded child stimulated greater faith

15 per cent had observed no effect at
all in other parents. On the other handt 15 per cent of the·
in the parents, and

ministers believed that having a retarded child had caused
the child's parents to doubt the goodness of God, and lJ
per oent had observed that the birth of a retarded child
seemed to create guilt in the parents.

Twelve per cent

of the pastors indicated that families with retarded children known to them became irregular in church attendance,
and 3 per cent knew families who ceased attending altogethe:t·.
Thirty-three per cent, however, had noted no change in the
degree of family attendance at church, while 28 per cent had
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obsel"'\l"ed families Y.rho 11rere brought oloser to the church as
a r$sult of having a retarded child.
On

the area of theological issues Stubblefield found

that 47 per cent of the ministers replied nYes f> to the

question if they believed that there are any theological or
religious issues in the problem of mental retardation.
'l.hirty-six per cent replied uNo,-n and 17 per cent did not
respond to the question.

The theologieal issue most often

cited related to the causation of mental retardation.

In carrying on a ministry to the retarded Stubblefield
found 96 per cent of the clergymen considered the church

responsible for the religious care and training of the
retarded.

Only 9 per cent, however, reported that their

church ma.de any special provision for the retarded in its
educational program, and only 4 per cent indicated that they
planned to do so in the near future.

In several churches

the retarded were integrated into the regular sunday School
classes or placed in the nur$ery.

The reasons offer¢d for

failure to make special provision included an insufficient
number of retarded children to warrant a special class, laek
of trained teachers to staff the classes, and lack of space
in the ehuroh facilities.

Several ministers expressed the

need for interchurch co-operation in order to mclte adequate
provision for the retarded.
Concerning the religious responsibility of the retarded
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Stubblefield found 90 per cent of the ministers considered
m.entally retarded persons capable of understanding what it
means to be a Christian and of becoming members of the
church.

Forty-three per cent of the ministers had received

reta.rded persons as members of their ohurohes, and an additional 49 per cent indicated they would be willing to do so
in the near future.

The general consensus was that reoep•

tion ot a retarded person into the membership of the church
was conditional on the degree of retardation; but that
retardation, in and of itself, should not be a reason for
exclusion.
II.

RELEVANT ACADEMIC STUDIES

In reviewing the literature, the investigator found
four masters theses and one doctoral dissertation dealing
with various aspects of education for mentally retarded
ohildren.

As far as the investigator could

dete~aine,

these

five studies are the only protessional studies made within
the past deoade wh1eh are germane to this study.

~lanchard46 in writing about financing special classes
46August !11 • Blanchardt «1he Loss Ration as a Faotor
in the Present Fina.noial Support and Future Development of
Classes for Exceptional Child~n in the Central and Central
Coast counties of the state of California," (unpublished
14aster's thesis, The Universit;r of the Pacific, Stockton,
1957 ).

)0

for exceptional children in the central and central coast
counties of California, reported that costs to support
special education classes are substantially higher than

coats to support regular education classes.

He found the

State Legislature willing to provide the funds to insure the
neoesse~y

educational facilities and personnel to meet the

educational needs of the exceptional eh1ld.ren.

Despite the

growth in classes and increased sums or money spent for the
classes, Blanchard round only 13 per oent of the potential
exceptional children in the central atld oentra.l coast counties

of Ca.l1forn1a were in special classes.

Speoifioally,

Blanchard found the mentally reta.rded Point 1 program strong
and exceeded the one per cent state average of the year

1956, with 1,829 children in classes in the elementary schools
out of

~

tOt$1 of 169,542.

He found that the severely

mentally retarded Point 2 program limited due to it not being
a mandatory program and operated by private organizations in
some counties.
. 47 studied the San Joaquin Cout1ty Schools •

Ce:ncirulo

education program for parents of severely mentally retarded
children.

He interviewed parents who 111ere members of the

4 7Lou1a 1-J, Cenoirulo, nA Study of the San Joaquin

County Schools' Education. Program tor Parente of severely

!;1en tally Retarded Children n (unpublished l\1a.ster • s thesis,

The University of the Paoif1o, Stockton,

1961)~

San Joaquin County Council for Retarded Children, Inc., an
organ.ization cotnposed of' parents having mentally retarded

children 1n school.
by

lha following conclusions Y.rere reached

1

Cencirulo:

1.
areas of

1hat the parents understood well the curriculum
self~oare

and social adjustment, but did not under-

stand well the area of economic effioienoy.
2.

That the parents' group snd its activities helped

many parents accept their children and their limited capacity.

3·

A

majority of the parents believed that the big-

gest growth in communities had been in terms of attitudes,
acceptance, and understanding of retarded children.
Boots

48

conducted a. study dealing with parents of

mentally re·t;ard.ed children and. the school..

He oonoluded that

communication constituted the biggest problem in dealing with
parents of the mentally retarded children and the school..

'lhe

laok of oorr®tWioat1on between the parents and the schools may
1nd1oate a refusal on the part of the parents to accept that
their children are mentally retarded.
1

~8 I?orrest D•. Boots, tewha.t Parents of Nentally Retarded

Pupils lh1nk of 'rhe1r Children • s School Program" (unpublished
Master's thesis, The University of the l?ao1i'1c, stockton,
1961).
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McNamee

49

reported the first efforts by the Catholic

Church to give religious education to mentally retarded
children living at home.

She cites the pioneering efforts

of Miriam Auxilium in obtaining acceptance and approval of
a religious education program for retarded children living
at home.

Teacher qualifications and curriculum materials

are also discussed.
Lema5° studied the value-beliefs of institutionalized,
educable mentally retarded, delinquent, adolescent males.
The study utilized fifty-eight subjects, ranging in age from
twelve to sixteen and one-half years, selected from the
populations of Syracuse State School and Rome state School
in New York State.

The subjects had similar social class

and cultural-familial backgrounds.

The study was based, in

part, on the contention that the residential institution,
acting as foster parent and assuming the child-rearing
responsibilities of the family, would be concerned with the
values of its wards.
Lema found that there were no significant differences
49Maria.n McNamee, "History of the First Efforts to
Give Religious Education to Exceptional Children Living at
Home" (unpublished Master's thesis, Catholic University, df
America, Washington, D. c., 196.3).
5°David E. Lema, The Effect 2! Institutional Living
£t Mentally Handicapped, Delinquent, Adolescent
Boyi:{Syracuse, New York: Syracuse University Research
Institute, 1965).

2n the Values
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in the value-beliefs of institutionalized, delinquent,
educable mentallr retarded, adolescent males 1n relationship
to the t1me•in-residenoe.

He round that observed changes

1n va.lue•bel1efs were due to chance.

It a.ppeared that the

schools placed more emphasis upon competencies than upon
the value•beliefs.

The

~eview

this chapter.

of the literature has been presented in

trwo areas of documentation tfere presented.

The first area included relevant books and periodicals.
This area of the 11. tera.ture description was divided into
three parts:

(l). incidence and seope of mental retardation,

(2) interest 1n the retarded, and ()) Christian education
for the retarded.

The second area of doo1unentation described

related aoadem1o studies.

CiiAPTEH III

DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
'lllis ahe.pter ctesol:'ibes the

s~lect1on

of the programs

to be studied, the instruments used, and procedures utilized to study the programs.

Described are the criteria,

rationale, and procedure for the selection of classes and
the value of the 1nstrwnents used in studying them.
CLASSES
Q~kte~ta pnd,~ocegurft

tgr

Sel~t!on

The genera.l :plan of this research project involved
a study of five religious education classes for mentally
retarded children and young

adults~

These classes were

studied an.d analyzed to determine to what extent they ful-

filled the objeot1vea of this reseaxooh project.

l

Some educable retarded persons are enrolled in the
regular Sunday School classes.

It appears that

many

of the

severely retarded are not able to attend church d1asses and
are in custodial care either at home or in institutions.

If this is true, the ma.jority of the speoie.l religious
eduoat1on classes conducted by the ohurohes are for the
retarded.persons who are unable to cope with the regular
l

The obJectives are presented on page J of this report.
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Sunday School classes and church services but who seem able
to profit from specinl teaching programs and w·ho either can
care for their

o~m

needs or are capable of being taught to

do so.
S1noe church classes for the retarded appear t:o be
comparatively new 1nnove.t1ons there :is! not a preponderance
of olasses available.

~hree

lists of church organiz$t1ons

in California the.t are conducting religious education programs or classes for mentally retarded children and young
adults were obtained by letter requests,
ern California churches

l'Tas

One list of south-

obtained from the Iiflental H.etard...

e.t1on Community service Center in Los Angeles.

IJ.\<ro

lists

of churches in Central and Northern California were
obtained.

One of these lists came from the Northern

Californie:•Nevada council of Churches and the other list was

obtained from the California and Nevada Distr:tot The Lutheran Churoh-1-ttssour:t Synod.

Due to the time, distance, and

financial factors involved, the investigator elected to
study selected classes from the two lists of churches in
Central and Northern California.
'rhe two 11sts 2 indicate that a combined total of
forty-three churches between

~.raft

and Ukiah, california,

are conducting classes for mentally retarded children.

Four

churches e.re duplicated by the two lists, lea.ving thirty-

nine different churches listed as conducting classes for
retarded children.

From this listing of thirty-nine classes•

the investigator selected five classes for study.

In addi•

tion to the availability factor mentioned Qbov.e, the
selection criteria included:
R~ffe~:!nt rutn.Qm*nii~2nfl•

denominational affiliation.

The first criteria. used. was

Thirty-six or the thirty-nine

classes are conducted by six denominations, namelyt

Baptist,

Episcopal, Lutheran, Presby-terian, and United Church of
Christ.

!WO classes list no denominational affiliation.

1

One ole.ss is conducted by the Episoopral, l1Iethod1st, e.nd Pres•

byterian churches which pool their resources

~nd

acoommoda•

tions to carry on a religious prosrsm for the mentally
~etarded

children in their area.

1b1s last-mentioned class

and four others, representing the six denominations con•
duot1ng the thirty ...nine cls.sses were selected tor study.

The 1nvest1gatol' reasoned tha.t a. broader and more comprehensive picture of efforts in religious education for men•

tally retarded children and young adults could. be obtained
by viewing

the situation among several denomi:natiOl'lS•

The five classes selected for study
the follo,ring denominations c

~re

directed by

Baptist. 11'pisoo:pal, Lutheran-

l,11ssouri Synod, Methodist, Presbyterian, and United Churoh
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of Christ.
geggrtPh~9i~ lQgat~QD•

A second or1ter1a used was to

secure different geographical representation for the churches
selected.

jlhe five classes selected are located in five

different cities and offer an idea of the attitude, interest,
awareness, and concern for the mentally retarded as presented
by these var1011s communities.

Stockton.

One class 1s conducted 1n

1he other four classes, in aoeord with the limi•

tation of studying programs, are in Hayward, Oakland,
Sacramento, and Walnut Creek.
Vf!li1e~l

1n

radm1niF.tt~§&tlstl'l•

A third factor utilized

in the selection was to secure diversity in the administra•

tion of programs.

According to the selection lists the

classes vary in administrative practice and procedure through
such means as the roles assumed by the sponsoring churches in
the ple.nning, supervision, Elnd financing of the programs.
Four classes are operated by individual churches, and one is
operated by three different churches pooling their resources
and aeoomrooda.tions.

The investigator believed that these

differences in a.dm.1.n1strat1ve 'Procedure and practice might
be significant tn the evaluation of the selected programs.
stygent-tetghe~

rat1q.

As a fourth criteria the

investigator was concerned about the student-teacher ratio.
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Information contained on the two lists shows a pupil-teacher
ratio from nine to one in some situations to one and one•
half to one in other classes.

~he

investigator considered

this varia.tion important 1n evaluating religious classes for

the mentally retarded

~s

well as guiding the organization of

such classes.
~~-+ tnrollmtn~.

mine the church

~rograms

!he fifth criteria used to deter•
studied was the total enrollment of

the classes for the retarded.

According to information on

the selection lists. the class enrollments were shown to
range between three and forty.

The investigator believed

the enrollment differential important to the class structure
and program.

?roeu:am

yar\et;tt.

A

sixth and final cr1 teria utilized

by the investigator was the variety 1n the programs.

In

that this investigator is in a new field of endeavor. tew
guidelines have been established for. the operation of reli·
gious olasses for the menta.lly retarded.

In the seleot1on

and comparison of any t't'lO classes. it seems probable that
differences in methods and in operation oould be discerned.
The investigator thought that by seleoting, studying, and
describing five different classes, differences in a.pproach

might be revealed.
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DESIGN
'Ihe purpose of this study is to describe and analyze

selected religious education programs for the mentally
retarded to determine their effects upon the religious
growth of retarded children and their

~arents.

A letter prepared by the investigator was sent to the

five cburehes selected for study.3

The letter described the

research project and requested the churches' oo•o:peration
and participation in a tape recorded interview.

A

self•

addressed stamped envelope was included with each letter.
'.Ihe

supervisors of the selected classes responded quickly,

each expressing willingness to participate in the study.

Appointments were established and the investigator met witp
the class leaders at the designated times and places.
INSTRUtviEN'rS

Jn.tta1e gu14e
In

this~udy

the investigator eleoted to use a struc-

tured interview 1n preference to a mailed questionnaire.
Regarding the mer1 ts of the interview as oom.pa.red w1 th the

questionnaire. Borg says:

As contrasted with the questionnaire that provides
no immediate feedback, the interview permits the research

3see Appendix B.
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worker to follow-up leads and thus obtain more data and
greater clarity. The interview situation usually permits much greater deptn than the other methods of collecting research data.
The interview guide was composed of fifty questions
divided into tour areas&
~resent

(l) background of the class, (2)

physical composition Of the class, (3) the class

sessions. (4) other related aspeots.5
Some of the questions were structured and called for
objective responses but most of the questions were of the
open-end type permitting the investigator to probe more

deeply into the program and follow up leads advanced by
respondents.

To reduce the danger of errors and misinterpretation
the investigator considered it advisable to tape-record the
interviews.". Recording minimizes the possibility of torgetting <1>!'-'0mi tt1ng important data which could distort the

impressions received.

'f.he advantage of using a tape recorder for interviews,
as Borg states, is thatt
'Ihe tape recorded data oan be played baok more than
once and can be studied much more thoroughly than would

4walter R. Borg, &3J.!,ca,;tatoool Rtast~Q~ All lntrodygtton
(New York: David NoKay Company, Ino., 19 3, P• 221.

5see 1\'ppend.ix c.
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be the case if data were limited to notes taken during
the interview • • • • rlhe tape recorder also speeds up
the interview process because there is no necessity for
extensive not~ takingt although some minimal notes may
be desirable.
'lhe disadvantages of using the t&\pe recorder are also noted

by Borg when he says:
The principal disadvantage of the use of the tape
recorder with the interview is that the presence of
the tape recorder changes the interview situation to
some degree. • • • t.the interviewer should carefully
explain the purpose of the recording and gain the confidence of the respondent. so as to minimize any
undesirable effect of having the interview recorded.?
Prior to interviews the investigator obtained per•
mission from respondents to tape the interview.
time of the interview the purpose of the recorder

At the
WEii.S

more

fully explained and respondents were assured that the recordings would not be used by anyone other than those connected
with this project.

None of the respondents openly objected

to the use of the recorder, and at the time of the interview none of the respondents appeared to be tense due to the
presence of the tape recorder.

Tape•reoording the inter•

views seemed to speed up the interview process by making it
unnecessary to take extensive notes.
The tape recordings

"t~Tere

used by the investigator 1n

writing the findings of the classes.

6Borg, ~· ct~., P• 225·
7~·~ PP• 225-26•
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This chapter contains the design and procedure used
by the investigator to gather tape recorded interviews with

aupervisors and teachers of five selected church classes
for mentally retarded children and young adults.

The five

classes were selected from two lists of classes obtained
from the Northern California•Nevada Council of Churches and
from the California and Nevada District lhe Lutheran ChurchMissouri Synod.

The selected classes are oonduoted by the

following churches;

(l) Trinity Lutheran in Stockton, (2)

Eden Un1 ted Church of Christ in Hayward• ( 3)

r-~irst

Baptist

1n Sacramento, (4) First Presbyterian 1n Walnut Creek, and
( 5) N·ontolair Nethod1st, N:ontclair Presbyterian. st. John • s

Episcopal in Oe.kland.
following chapter.

The results are presented in the

CHAPTER IV
HESULTS

This study utilized five religious education classes
for mentally retarded children and young adults.

1hese five

classes were selected from two lists of ohurohes in Central
and Northern California which are presently conducting
religious education classes for retarded children.

lhe five

classes met the selection criteria discussed in Chapter III.
The primary objectives of the study were to describe
and analyze the classes and to determine to what extent
(l) Christian education is helping the mentally retarded

children and young adults in their spiritual and social
development, and (2) to what extent the parents of these
children are being helped in

any

way.

A d.esori pt1on o:f th.e

five classes and other findings follow.
I•

TRINITY LU'l'HERAN CHURCH
S irOCKTON, CALIFOUNIA

9r~s~n ~ Qevo*qnmenta~ H~!J2~

The

1~1n1ty

Lutheran Church of Stockton began its

religious education program for the mentally retarded in

1957· The elass was born out of an interest that sprang
from the Walther IAague counselors, a ohuroh youth group
directed by a church couple, l11r. and Mrs. Frank Bodin.

In
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1955 twenty-five Trinity Ltttheran Walther League counselors
attended a weekend convention in Long Beach, California.
While there the group stayed in a large unfurnished house
owned by another church couple, f·1r. and Nrs. Paul Yorde of
Anaheim, Ce.lifornia..

'lbe Yordes he.d previously organized a

religious education class for mentally retarded children in
their ohuroh and community, and they explained their work and
program to the Stockton youth and to the Bodins.

~he

Yordes

told the group about the plans for the building of the Good
Shepherd Lutheran Home, a proposed school and permanent home
for the mentally retarded, to be built at 1 erra Bella,
1

C!!l.lifornia.

The youth from Stockton and the Bodins l'tere so

impressed with these efforts on behalf of the mentally
retarded that they took the money left over from their convention meals and made one of the first organizational oontri•
butions for the building of the Good Shepherd Lutheran Home1

at .rerl'a Bella.
1

The

Stockton group became oonvinoed that there are

retarded children in every community who need to be brought
into fellowship with Jesus and with one another through the
1 rrhe Good Shepherd Lutheran Home with its present
buildings and fao111t1es is valued at approximately one
million dollars. The present enrollment is 158. Last year
this investigator visited the institution at the time of'
the dedication of the new $250,000 religious education
building and school and observed its program.

4.5
efforts of the church.

The stoalrton youth and the Bodins

returned home thinking of the new challenge to go and teach
all peoples including mentally retarded children about Jesus.
¥~.

education
retarded,

and f4rs. Bodin are both teachers but had little
8~d

experience in dealing with the mentally

Prior to beginning their work theY began studying

books and pamphlets on the subject and talking with other
persons interested in the field of mental retardation.

the books they read were £ngil YniJB~~ 2 and lh!

A:nong

Ph!ld ~

Nevm.: ~ 1l».• 3
The Bodine reported that the pastor of their church
at

that time took no interest whatever in the project.

1hey

also stated that some of the church members threatened to
leave the church if the mentally retarded were included in
the church activities and fellowship.

1Iowever, after more

reading, talking. meditating. and praying the Bodine with
the help of some of the young adults decided to ulaunch out
into the deep."

There ware a few mentally retarded children in the
church

alre~dy,

but the Bodine decided that the program

should not be confined to their church but should reach out
2D.ale E. Rogers,~ Y~Bware (Westwood, New Jersey;
Fleming A. Revell compan~~5j •
3Pee.rl Buok, lbJi1 Ch.a,l~ lYll2, NSivtr Qm .Y.u (New York#
J. Day Company. 1950).
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into the community to include mentally retarded children of
all denominations and ethnic groups.
1he San Joa.quin Association for Retarded Children was

contacted» and after discussion, a.greed to extend its support
to the project.

It was learned that the San Joa,quin Associ-

ation for Retarded Children had been hoping for some time
that someone would start a religious education program for
retarded children.

rh1s Association. however, vrarned the

1

Bodins and their helpers about suoh pitfalls a.s parent apathy,

transportation problems, and probable lack of aoceptanoe by
many church members.

A decision was made to proceed with

the organization of the class.
A questionnaire prepared by the Bodins and their

helpers was mailed by the Sa:n Joaquin Association for Retarded
Children to its members.

Fifty questionnaires were sent.

with a fifty per cent response secured.

In the twenty-five

questionnaires completed and returned, nine parents revealed
interest in enrolling children 1n a Christian education
class.
'lhe Trinity Lutheran Church pastor approved the Bod1ns'
presenting the matter to the congregational Church council.
1he Church Council sanctioned the use of the church facili-

ties for a weekly afternoon class.
1he Zion Lutheran Church in Anaheim, California, where

the Yordes had earlier started such a program, was requested
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to se11d an outline of their program to help in the organization of the Stockton class.

'l'he 'l'rinity Lutheran class wa.s

formally begun as a mingle church project on a Saturday
afternoon in 19 57 with nine Protestant and Ce.tholio children

in attendance.

Iiir. and l>lrs.

Bodin and the Young Adults

Bible Class, which r!Jr. Bodin 't'ras then teaching• set about the
task of obtaining public acceptance of' ur.rhe Children of the
Good Shepherd Sunday School" which was the name chosen for
the class.
;freamnt Pbz§ics,l compqai tiQn o:t the Cl,ass

The Trinity Lutheran Church completed a new education
building in 1964.

'lhe class for the mentally retarded has

complete use of all the educational building facilities,
including a chapel, for its saturday afternoon class.

lhe

investigator attended this class on three occasions.
lhe class enrollment totals twenty-eight persons.
ranging in ages between eleven and thirty-six y$ars.

ibe

class is made up approximately of one-third boys and twothirds girls.

The following denominations are represented

by the following numbers of pupils;

The Church of God, five;

Methodist, three; Lutheran Church Missouri Synod, three;
B~iscopal,

two; Lutheran Church of America, two; Pentacostal,

two; Assembly of' God, one; Buddhist, one; l\1ormon, one;
Seventh-day Adventist, one.
aff1l1a.t1on.

seven pupils report no church

The Catholic children who were once enrolled
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in the Trinity Lutheran program are now enrolled 1n their
own program which was begun in Stockton a little more than

a. year ago and is directed by Father Hughes or st. Gertrude's
Parish.

1'he ethnic groups represented in the Lutheran -pro-

1

gram are twenty-three Caucasians• three Negroes, and two
Orientals.
From 1957 to 1961 transportation was largely provided
by Mr. and Mrs. Bodin and their co-workers.

Apparently

parents either were unable or had little interest in providing transportation for their children.

~be

Bodins, living

in Escalon, reported that on some days they drove approximately one hundred miles from the time they left home until
their return home following the class.

Today parents pro-

vide the transportation for their children.
There are two teachers and four adult helpers directing
the class.

Teachers are required to be members of the

sponsoring denomination, but helpers may belong to other
churches.

Some of the present helpers are members or the

Assembly or God and Lutheran Church of America churches.
None of the teaching personnel has a degree in an
academic area dealing speoif1oal1y with speo1al education.
Some on the teaeh1ng staff, however, have taken a few courses
in areas related to exceptional children.

All of the teach-

ing personnel have had experience working with mentally
retarded persons in their own homes, in class, or in another
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oapao1ty.

All teachers have had experience as regular Sunday

School teachers, and reportedly show genuine interest and
love for the children in this class.
The twenty-eight pupils enrolled in this class are
divided into two coeducational classes, about evenly divided
in number, and based on their ability to comprehend. ·Only
three of the pupils are able to read and write.
attendance is approximately eighteen.

The average

Using these figures,

the student-teacher ratio is fourteen-to-one based on the
enrollment and nine-to-one based on average attendance.
With the four helpers included in these computations the
student-teacher ratio becomes approximately five-to-one and
three-to-one based on enrollment and average attendance
respectively.

Qla.1s

samuton
Class sessions a.re one and three-quarters hours in

length, trom two to three torty-five o'clock, each Saturday
afternoon.

Sessions are divided into several short periods

ranging in lengths from five minutes to thirty minutes.
The following outline typifies a class session:

'aOQ:ZsbS• Opening exercises are held. The children
open their sunday School with the following prayer:
Lord, help Thy little children
In all we say and do;
Learning eaoh day
To be helpful. loving, kind, and true.
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After the prayer one of the children volunteers to
take the offering and stands in front of the class while
the children sing an offering song.
?:lS-:;::3.0.
singing.

rrhis portion of class time is devoted to

1he ohildren sing songs such as "Jesus Loves }'le;

Jesus Loves Me n

4

and ..Father Bless OUr School '1 oday. "'
1

Motion songs are also used.
part of the program.

'lbe children delight in this

Some of the children go up in front

with the song leader and help direct the singing.

The

children are invited to suggest songs to be sung.
z:j0•2:j5.

'1~1s

period is rollcall time.

A seore•

tary calls each of the children by name, and tnost of them
answer "heren or •tpresent. u

Sometimes they help each other

a.nswer.

Z!31-z=45•
cussion.

'Ibis time is devoted to total group dis-

'!he director leads in a discussion of a religious

subject such as love or obedience.

The discussion is con-

ducted on a Primary and Junior level.

The children answer

questions and make comments on the topic under discussion.
'lb1s is followed by the observance of a. silent prayer and
dismissal to two individual classes or·approximately nine
students each.

W1th the exception of the prayer offered 1n

4
lh! Qb~l~rer'' ~l (st. Louis: concordia Pub•
lishing House, 1955 • p:2'7.

5

.

ll2JJ!•, P• 290•
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unison at the 'beginning of the class period, and.

11

gra.oen at

refreshment time, all prayers by the children are silent.
During the silent prayer period, nothing is said by anyone.
All hands are folded in an attitude of prayer.

It is pre-

sumed by the teachers that each person is talking to God.
~:4S-~t90..

The

two individual classes, Primary and

Intermediate, meet during this time.

These classes use the

Primary curriculum materials that have already been used by
the regular Sunday School classes a.t the Trinity Lutheran
Church.

'!he teachers tell the B,_ble stories, illustrating

them by using the flannelgraph, chemical illustrations, the
chalkboard, or other devices.
3:0Q::.J•3Q.•

This time is devoted to

or~fts.

~~uite

often the crafts are baaed on the reJ,;igious seasons and
festi ve..ls.

The ore.fts include

wall "'Pfusques, and. scrapbooks.

~rood crafts,

plaster of Paris

vLonG!,~r-~,

6

an in• service

teacher education guide by M. Arline Albright and Lois A.
Schoenfeld, has provided suggestions.

lhis book otters

ideas for crafts that ean be done at home as well as in
class.

Many parents. apparently from the reports received,

enjoy the craft sessions at home with their children.
3 :JQ.-1:45.

This time is the refreshment period.

6M. Arline Albright and Lois A. Schoenfeld, WgtJ,de:t•

la!! (Milwaukee County Association for Retarded Ch1idren,
19.59).

Light refreshments such as cookies and punch are served.
1he class teachers are of the opinion that birthdays are a
time for birthday cake with candles.

refreshments,

~he

Before eating the

children fold their hands an.d the group

thanks God aloud for the food.

The teachers feel that the

refreshment period is one of the most important phases of
the program. for it is during this time that the children

elq>ress thanks to God for His goodn&ss, enjoy fellowship
with each other informally, and learn acceptable manners.

l!!t.:i•

This hour is closing time.

Teaohel"s speak to

each 6h1ld before he leaves, considering it important to
tell each child how happy they were to see him today and
how well he did in the class activities.
the children goodbye a.nd tell them that

1he teachers bid
th~y

will be looking

for them next week.
The attendance pattern of the children is irregular
due to sickness.
per session.

The average attendance is eighteen pupils

several of the children also attend regular

ohuroh services in their respective churches on sunday
morning.
Initially the cost of the program. was defrayed by a
member of the Trinity Lutheran Church who sensed the need
for a. religious education program for the mentally retarded
at church and in the community.

'l'oday the program is under

the financial a.usp1oes of the church' a Boe.rd. for Parish
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Education.

!vlembers of the congregation. however, donate

equipment upon request and raise the money to oover the cost
of the

equi~ment.

S~t~Yik

gnd

.~2S~l.VtlUe§ §~£&§St~

1he basic doctrine or theology propounded in the
class is that Jesus loves eaoh child and adult and that He
died:f'or em.oh one, was resurrected from the grave, and
through Him we oan have happiness and joy.

The children

come to hear of God's love for them and they in turn go
individually to their teachers and say, ••I love Jesus."
The emphasis in the ola$S is to live as the Bible

teaches, that, as Jesus loves them they are to love Him and
also love one another.

Acceptable social graces and customs

are demonstrated during the informal fellowship time which
comes during the refreshment period.

~ne

teachers reported

that at the outset there were occasional restlessness and
some objections to correction, but when the children became
better acquainted with the teachers, these difficulties
lar!ely disappeared.

Today, few behavior problems are encoun-

tered during the olass sessions.
Four persons 1n the class have been confirmed and
six others have been baptized.

DUring

196~

three boys in

the class were oonf1rmed 1n the Lutheran Church and received
their first communion.

c£hese three boys attended a con-

firmation class taught by the present pastor for about three
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years.

'lbe eonfirmation ceremony reportedly was one of the

highlights of the 196.5 church program; the oere.mony took
place on Sunday morning at the regular church service.

It

wa.s stated that this Sl:>EH:)ial service and the acoonrpanying
interest shown by the church as e. body toward these boys
have been a souree ot encouragement to other parents who
have mentally handicapped ehildren in this class.
liftla~m!!

Ati!R!W ..ot. tne . Q\&ai
A Sunday morning class for the :mentally retarded was

recently begun and is being held in addition to the Saturday
afternoon program.

Beyond the benefits

~lanned

above, this

class is held for at least two additional and important
purposes:

(l) to help the mentally retarded children gain

a broader concept of the idea that they are an integral part
of the church body and total church program, and (2) to
allow the parents of the children to attend their own Sunday
Sohool classes at the same time their children are in class,
F~m

time to time the mentally r$tarded children give

programs, such as at Christmas time.

These children do the

acting, ushering, a.nd helping with the serving of food.

IJ.hey

have given programs to help raise funds for church projects
and mission activities.

Many of the parents and ohuroh

members support the children's programs financially and bY
their attendance.

Reportedly, parents and church members

not onlf enjoy the

~rograms

but are inspired by them.

It

-

~--------

---

--

.

--

---

-- -
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was stated that,as the result of the interest end support
shown

by

the parents and members, the children discover that

their parents and church members are concerned about their

activities and appreci$te their efforts on behalf of the
church.
For the past three years the ohuroh has sponsored

summer camping programs for retarded children.
the camp was held at Auburn for one week
pupils in attendance.

~ith

In 1963
twenty•five

In 1964 the oamp was held at Lake

Tahoe for one week with twenty-seven oh1ldren in attendance.
The 1965 erunp 11ras held for two \<Teeks at the Y.Ivi.C,A. cQ.lllp

near San Francisco, and nineteen oampers attended.

The

oam.ping program includes religious training and a reoreational program •.
The Missouri Synod Lutheran Church has established a
special department in their denomination to deal with
religious eduoe.t1on for the

rnentall~

retarded.

'l'ea.cher-

eduoat1on classes are held periodically in various locali•
ties across the country to prepare teachers tor work with
the mentally handicapped,
the establishment

or

This

departm~nt

also encourages

special classes in local churches.

On a periodic basis speakers from the Good Shepherd.
Lutheran Home at Terra Bella come to Stockton and show pictures and speak about the work being done for mentally
retarded children and adults.

- ---------- --. - -

---

·-

l~e

-

---

---

parents of the children

----

----
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in the 'l'rini ty Lutheran class, the n1embe:rs of the local
sponsoring church, and interested people in the oollllllunity
are invited and encouraged to attend these meetings.

~he

·rrin1 ty Lutheran Chureh provides a pla.oe 1n the narthex
where literature on mental retardation is on display and oan
be obtained by anyone desiring it.
Although the ohuroh school program described above
was organized and is operated by the Trinity Lutheran
Church, a few other churches and organizations assist the
progra.m.

Xhe

1

~,irst

Baptist Church of fiJanteoa. a.ssisted the

Trinity Lutheran class with a tea that the children were
giving, and this ohuroh also provides refreshments for the
class from time to time.

Young people from the University

of the Pacific who are preparing to work with the mentally
retarded help with the program on oooasion.

A looal chapter

of Alpha Iota sorority at Iiumphrey•s Colleget in Stockton.
gives birthday presents to each oh!ld in the 'll?1n.ity Luther$n class on his birthday.

This sorority has also helped

send some of the children to the brief summer san Joaquin
County Day Camp for the mentally retarded.

st. Peter's

Lutheran Church, in Lodi, contributes seventy-five dollars

annually to help defray the expenses of the Trinity Lutheran
ole.ss.
The leaders of the religious eduoe.tion program for
the mentally retarded at the 1rin1ty Lutheran Church in
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Stockton have seen their congregation accept these children
into their church fellowship.

II.

EDEN UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
UAYWARD, CALIFORNIA

Or\g~n

!P4 ~eveloRment~l H•sto~
The Eden United Church of Christ Church of Hayward

began its religious education olass for the mentally retarded
in May• 1965.

As the

'~inity

Lutheran program in Stooktont

this olass is said to have been organized largely through
the efforts and interest of the young people in the church.
The Pilgrim Fellowship, as the youth group was formerly
known, became aware of the religious needs of mentally
retarded children about eighteen months ago at the reported
urging, encouragement• and leadership of Miss Shirley Stibel,
the Director of Christian Education for the church at that
time.
Through the Youth Ministry, the new name for the
youth group of the local church, several high school and
college students volunteered to assist the paid workers in
the Hayward Recreation Department's program involving
approximately fifty mentally retarded children at that time,
11rs. Virginia Simmons, a sponsor of the Youth :f.11nistry,
helped organize a number of young people into a t)ba.by sitting
oorpa 11 to e.id the parents of the Association for Retarded
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Children.

several young people from the Eden United Church

of Christ <.'huroh joined young people from other Hayward
churches to form this corps to baby•sit for parents of
the Association tor Retarded Children for fifty cents per
hour.

This program was put into operation about eighteen

months ago, and a number of the young people still receive
frequent calls to baby•sit.
Miss Stibel used the interest of the ohuroh young

people in retarded children to encourage discussion about
a religious education class for the retarded to be conducted

in the church.

She approached James Field, a young church

member who is interested in the field of mental retardation,
and asked him to help organize a church ola.ss for retardates.

He accepted the assignment and began talking with other

interested and knowledgeable persons in and out of the
chureh.

He visited and observed

~elig1ous

classes for the

retarded at the Arlington Comn1un1ty Churoh in Berkeley and
the First Presbyterian Church in Walnut Creek.

At the

Berkeley churoh Field gained the impression that a visitor
is an imposition in a busy program.

At the. Walnut Creek

church, however. Field received valuable information from
1\llrs. Peggy Young l1ho was responsible for starting the program there.

He also spent two weeks gathering information

and observing various programs at the Sonoma State Hospital
where he received valuable data. from the Reverend

l~'ir.

Dennis,
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Protestant chaplain.
Field, rUss Stibel, and interested ohuroh young
people presented their plans to the Eden pastor and church
board.

The pastor and church board readily approved their

plans, and the program was launched.

The church reserved

a room for the class and offered its full support.

DUring

the first part of 196;, an announcement of the beginning of
the class was printed in the Hayward Association for
Retarded Children Newsletter.

In

~~y,

1965, the class

began with three children:· enrolled, t1<1o boys and one girl.
Ph~J§~ca.J. M~e-un

ot tne

Cl~§§

Though the class be5a:n with three children, four are
now enrolled, three boys and one girl.

lhe children a.re

1

all Ca.uoa.sians and range in age from seven to sixteen years.
The Eden United Church of Christ has reserved a large room
for their special class.
by

Although the class is sponsored

the one church, only one of the four pupils in the

class comes from a family that holds membership in the
sponsoring church.

One child is Jewish and the religious

affiliations of the other two children are not definitely
known.

'l'h.ere is one teacher, James Field, a.r1d four persons

associated with the Youth Ministry who serve as helpers.
1h1s provides one-to-one pupil-staff ratio during certain
phases of the class session such as erafts.
'l'ransportation is provided by the parents.

However.
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if for any reason a parent cannot participate the teacher
or one of the helpers provides transportation for that day.
·:the attendance pattern of the class is fairly stable.

Neither the teacher nor any of the assistants has
had a.ny specialized preparation in teaohi11g mentally

retarded children.

Based upon his personal experience,

Field does not believe that speoia.lized preparation is

11eoessary.

lie stresses that the primary requisites are

interest, love, and patience.

Tbe Class

s~smion

Class sessions are held on Sunday mornings beginning
at ten o'clock and continuing for approximately one and
one-half hours.

During this time the parents of these

children are free to attend ohuroh.
As far as class activities are concerned the teacher
and his helpers do not have a set pattern or routine.

It

is their opinion that setting a pattern for conducting
olass activities is unnecessarJ.
The class session usually begins with informal dis•
oussion between pupils and staff.

A fifteen or twenty

minute craft session generally follows based on the lesson
theme for the day.

Oftentimes a guessing game based on the

lesson theme for the previous week is played.

It was

reported tha.t the children are able to answer most of the
questions relating to the previous \'reek's lesson.

'lhe next
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part of the session might be devoted to a Bible story or a
nature story that is illustrated by appropriate visual aids,
On days when the children are unusually restless a short

walk is generally included.
Very little music of any kind is employed.

The

teachers believe music is important to these children and
are seeking ways· to employ more musical activities in the
program.

~he

cl$ss directors provide refreshments on

ocoasion but feel that refreshments are not necessary or
desirable each "tfeek.
A bank, in the form of a miniature ohuroh, is in the
room and the children may drop their offerings into the
bank whert they arrive, during the olass session, or when
they leave.

It was stated all of the children like to

give offerings and are told that the offerings are used to
help in the ohuroh work.
Individual audible prayers are occasionally tried
by

the children, and during this time the others bow their

heads and are quiet.

lhe teachers consider it is a good

idea for all of the children to learn to be able to recite
the J..ord' s Prayer aloud.
Funds are provided by the church, but still the
teachers provide some of their own supplies.

It is believed

that the church members would be happy to make additional
contributions to the class.
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§~1~ttual

1na sggtel Y§lues

S~ttsmea

It was expressed by the respondent that the purpose
of this olass is not to emphasize facts and religious doctrines 'but to instill w1 thin the children an understanding

or

the

lo~e

ot Jesus for every human being and a sense of

belonging to the fellowship of believers known as the
church.

Love and respect for each other are also stressed..

The teacher of the class reported that a definite
sense of belonging had been noted among the children.

It

was also stated that the children speak of the Eden ohuroh
in terms of

11

0Ul"u

church.

Re:t.a:taul A§:Qegtra st :th! Ql:aas
It was reported that the pastor and members of the
Eden United Church of Christ Church give their tull support
to the development or this class for retarded children.
ff$ny·of the members have offered their assistance whenever
it is needed.

Reportedly parents of the children in the

class co-operate fully with the program.
S1noe it is a comparatively new class no special
church programs or activities sponsored

by

or for the

retarded children have been developed.

Occasional announce-

ments or items of interest about the class are made from the
pulpit by the pastor to the full congregation.
1lle Eden United Church of Christ class receives no
support or contributions from other HayWard churches.

According to available information e.t least three other
religious education classes for mentally retarded children,
two Lutheran and one Roman Catholic, are being conducted by
other Hayward churches.
III.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

SAC.RAMEN~.ro,

CALIFORNIA

9:r1stn an£l Dey;elopmen;t?e.l Histgry
A religious education class for the spiritual nurture
and development of mentally retarded children and young
adults was begun by the First Baptist Church of Sacramento
in 19.59 with two children enrolled.
whose·pa.rent~

These two children,

were members of the First Baptist Church, had

been enrolled in the regular Kindergarten Division of the
Sunday School, but it was noted by their parents as well
as their teachers that a special class or program was needed
for them.

The Christian Education Department of the ohuroh,

under the direction of Gordon Forbes, prepared to organize
such a class.

Much of the preliminary planning had already

been done before the matter of who was going to teach the
class was seriously considered.
A member of the First Ba.ptist Church, P1rs.

w. R.

Coleman, was asked by Forbes to organize a class for retarded
children.

For the past several years Mrs. Coleman has been

a special education teacher of mentally retarded children.
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She possesses a Master's degree in Education.

At the time

Forbes approached her, Mrs. Coleman was teaching a Sunday
church school class for mentally retarded children a.t
Bethel Temple, a Pentecostal church in Sacramento.

1'he

Bethel Temple class, with eighteen children enrolled, had
been begun two years earlier through the combined efforts
of the Sacramento Council of Churches and the Sacramento
Association for Retarded Children.
Mrs. Coleman accepted the invitation to teach and
supervise the new class organized at her church.

1be ola.ss

has grown from an original enrollment of two to the current
enrollment of eight.

Since the organization of the class

in 1959 and up until a lengthy illness occurred 1n her
fa.mily during the early months of 1965, Nrs. Coleman served
as sole teacher of the class, not missing a Sunday as the
teacher.

Mrs. Coleman teaches twelve mentally retarded

children 1n her regular weekday school class, and thus considers teaching eight -pupj,ls in the Sunday ohuroh

school

comparatively simple.
1be attitude of the church pastor toward the organ-

ization and development of the class is not definitely
known, but it is believed that he favors the program.
group of people in the church purcha.sed and donated. a

record player to the class when it was first organized.

A
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~urt~nt

Phrsio&l

~~~ri~tion ~f

the Clas§

'rhe class began with two children and now has an
enrollment of eight pupils, three girls and five boys.

The

children• omNegro and seven Caucasian, range in ages from
six to fifteen years.

Four of the children have Baptist

backgrounds; two are from the United Church of Christ;
one is a Lutheren; and the last has a Mormon background.
The class meets on sunda1s from 10:45 a.m. to 12:15
p.m.

'!he class· cannot convene until the regular Sunday

Sohool session is over due to a lack of space.

This arrange-

ment places a hardship on the teacher in that she cannot
enter the room at an earlier hour to set up displays and
meke other necessa.ry arrangements.

Storage space is said

to be inadequate and the teacher is of' the opinion that the
church leaders do not realize how much space is needed to
do the job as it should be done.

It was stated tha.t more

children could be included in the program and would aotually
be sought if adequate spaoe and facilities

w~re

available.

The transportation is largely provided by the parents,
but Mrs. Coleman assists by taking two of the children home
after class.
It was reported that

~Irs.

Coleman, 1n add1 tion to

teaching the olass, does all of the planning and supervising
and buys most of the class materials from her personal funds.
The ohuroht it appears, does not provide a budget for this
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class.

'l'hough Nrs. Coleman stated that she has not asked

the church for any funds for this class, she is of the
opinion that the church would provide money and materials
if asked.
No formal curriculum materials are used in this class.
Lessons are improvised from impromptu ideas.

Many of the

lesson themes or topics co.me from magazine and book pictures.

2b! Ql!SI

S~ssl~U

The class session begins at 10:45 a.m. and dismisses

at 12115 p.m.

Those children who arrive before the class

formally begins are provided with puzzles and games with
which to play.

The session is begun with pre,yer, with the

chairs arranged in a half-circle, by the teacher who mentions each child by name.

Each child then drops his

offering in a little church bank.

The opening exercises

are followed by the craft period.
Activity records are played on the record player,
and the children join in the aotivi ties.

~There

are rhythm

band records which are designed to help the children formulate an appreciation for music.
A Bible story• usually about Jesus 1 is then told.

The

stories areusually illustrated. on the flannelboard and by
using other pictures.

It wa.s stated that dramatized stories

are liked best and that the children love to participate in

them.

No educational films are used.
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Refreshment time follows the Bible story.

Before

they partake of juices and cra.okers the children and teacher
hold hands as Jesus is thanked for the food.

The children

do the serving and the cleaning-up.
Singing time follows the refreshment period.
ch1~dren

The

join in singing songs about Jesus as well as songs

of nature and of the home and family.

'Ehe class is then

dismissed,
The attendance pattern is irregular but there is an
average of five children present each week.
S»iritu&~

and BoQial

Val~&§ s~r~sstg

'lhe spiri tue.l and social values stated are fourfold&

(1) the use of good manners at all times, (2) love and con-

sideration for each other, (3) willingness to help mother
and daddy., (4) oaring for the animals that God has given
us for our enjoyment.
None of the children ha·s,, been be.ptized or confirmed,
but 1t 1s thought that all of them seem to be aware of the
existence of God and that God loves them and often helps
them.
It was reported that one ohuroh child 1n a regular
Sunday School class mocked some ot the mentally retarded
children on several oooasions.

The teacher of the speo1al

class and the child's mother arranged to let h1m attend the
special class several times.

It is believed that the child
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obtained a better understanding of what it meant to be
mentally retarded for he discontinued teasing the retarded
children.
B.elatf!d Agpectf1 gf tht Clasa
Some of the children in this class attend many of the
functions given by the sponsoring church for the fUll church
membership, including church dinners, hayrides• parties,
and other programs.

Special recreational activities solely

for the retarded are not provided by the church.

The

sacramento Association for Retarded Children provides recreational activities for them.
l 1he Sunday School class to which Mrs. Coleman belongs

helps publicize the class by word-of•mouth.

In addition

to telling others in and out of the church about the class
they also collect materials that they think might be useful
to

~~s.

Coleman and the class.

Another feature used to keep parents and members awa.re
of the program is the weekly newsletter which the teaoher

prepares and sends by mail to parents and other interested
persons.

l'h1s newsletter is also inserted in the church

bulletin on occasion.
The church library reportedly has a number of books
on mental retardation which are available to the ohuroh
members.
There is no systematic plan of visitation to the homes
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of the retarded children by church leaders or teachers.

It

is believed, however, that any of the families involved in
the program would be welcomed by the pastor

o~

Minister of

Christian Education if counsel or adv1oe were sought.
No other church in Sacramento makes any contribution
of any kind to this particular program.

'Ihe opinion of the

class teacher, however, is that many churches not alread7
involved in a program. of this kind are interested in the
program.

It was stated that the pastor of another ohureh

recently referred an inquiring mother to the class at the
First Baptist Church.
IV.

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

WALNUT CREEK, CALIFORNIA

QJ:is!n !mf1 :Q.§v;lom.nentf!l: H1§t2*!l
lbe class at the First Presbyterian Church of Walnut
Creek was begun in March of 1958.

The pastor of the church,

though he had a retarded oh1ld born into his family about
that time, was at first reluctant to approve such a program
but finally decided to let the parents determine the issue.
1~e

program took visible and oonorete form after some

of the ohuroh women, led

by

~1rs.

:Peggy Young, followed their

concern for the spiritual welfare of the mentally retarded
throughout six months of preliminary dlsouss1on.

Following

the suggestion of the pastor the ohuroh ladies presented
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their plans to the local Parents' Club for Mentally Retarded
Children.

It was stated that the Parents' Club responded

enthusiastically.

They wanted two classes, one for children

on sunday mornings and another on Wednesday afternoons for
teenagers and adults.

The sunday morning olass would help

the retarded children know and feel that they were a definite
part of the church family and would also give the parents

of the children an opportunity to attend the churches to
which they belonged.

The Wednesday afternoon class would

be made part of the curriculum tor adolescents and adults

who were already attending a training center.
'!he Christian Education Department of the First

Presbyterian Church was asked to grant its permission for
the organization of such a ministry.

~bey

were hesitant

to grant this request immediately, wondering if such a
program was really ll.eeded.

1he next time the request went

to the Christian Education Departm$nt it was approved and
this approval was later sanctioned by the governing body
of the church.

A meeting was then scheduled for interested

parents at l4'h1ch time the aims and plans for the classes
were presented.

The program was begun with a class on

Sundays a.t 9 :00 a.m. with four children enrolled and a class
on Wednesdays at 2:'0 p.m. with seven enrolled.

CSEre;p Pbzs1Qal

Desq;int~on

of the

C~~S§~Q

Since the inauguration of the program in 1958t several
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changes have been made.

The Sunday morning class essen-

t1ally remains the same.

The class which originally met

on Wednesdays at 2::30 p,m, now meets on Mondays at laOO p.m.
Enrollment in both classes reached a high of f1fty-t1ve in
1961.

It now stands at forty-one Caucasian children.

Seven

of the children are Catholic and thirty-tour are Protestant.
Most of the pupils are children and young adults under
thirty years of age but the overall age range of the students covers a span of five to fifty-five

y~u.trs.

The

program is sponsored and solely supported by the First
Presbyterian Church, which makes its religious education
building and equipment available for the classes.

'Xhe

director of the program, Mrs. Dorothy Clark• and most of
the teachers and assistants are members of the sponsoring
church, but a few of the helpers are members of other local
churches.
'!'he sunday morning class • now with six pupils, is

made up mostly of children whose parents are members of the
sponsoring church.

The Monday afternoon class, with thirty-

five pupils, is made up mostly of children and young adults
from the nearby Las Trampas Sohoolt a private non•profit
school tor the mentally retarded whose administrator is Nr.
Belah Clark.

T.he parents supply the transportation for

their children on Sundays.

on lvtondays m.ost of' the children

are transported from the school to church

by

a small school
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bus.

1bose exceeding the bus capacity are driven from the

sohool to the ohuroh and ba.ck to the school in three auto-

mobiles supplied and driven by ohuroh women.
The sunday rooming class has six pupils and two
teachers, resulting 1n a pupil-teacher ratio of three•toone.

1he Monday afternoon class has thirty-five pupils and

ten teachers, resulting in a pupil•teaoher ratio of three
and one-half ... to-one.

None of the tea.ohers has reoeived

formal specialized training in teaching mentally retarded
children.

Nost of the teachers, however, have had some

experience in teaching regular sunday School classes for
ohildren.

lbe Qlags Stssion

1

Sinoe the Monday afternoon class session involves
almost six times as many retarded persons as does the Sunday
mornin~

class, the description in this study is confined to

the Monday afternoon class session.
hour and is divided into two phases.

The session lasts one
The first half of

the period is held in the ·youth Chapel snd is designed to
be an abridged church service.

The children are welcomed

individually as they enter the room, and they sit with
teachers interspersed throughout.
At the beginning of the olasa session everyone stands

a.nd recites Psalms 122:1, "I was glad when they said unto
me, Let us go into the house of the Lord."

A song 1s then

7)
sung by the group and this 1s followed by a scripture read-

ing by one of the teachers.

Prayer is offered by a teacher,

then the class prays the Lord's Prayer together.

offer-

~Xhe

. ing 1s then received by two children who pass offering
plates down individual rows.

If anyone does not have an

offering he is given one by the teachers.

The class then

sings the Doxology as the ones who received the offering
stand before the class.
1hree of the class members, volunteers, then stand
before the class and pray individual prayers aloud.

This

is followed by the singing of several songs which might
include "What a Friend We Have in Jesus," 7 "The Old Rugged
Cross,ttS and 'ii Love to '!'ell the Story. u9

lhe program

director then offers prayer before she tells the story tor
the day.

The storr may be illustrated by using the black•

board, flannelgraph, maps, pictures, or other devioes.
Motion pictures have not been utilized to any great extent
for the teachers have not found them to be etfeotive
interest holders.
its the leader tells the story, the pupils are given

an opportunity to participate by answering questions.

1he

7sopg~ gt fta.gm (Washington. D. c.t Review and Herald
Publishing Association, n,d.), P• 150.
8llaa, t P• 6).
9~.,

P• 92,
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ourriculum ma.terials used in the class are left over from
the regular Sunday School session.

The service is closed with the following prayer by
the ola.ss t
Se.v1our.

"Dear God, we love You and want You for our
Amen. u

'rhe class now separates into individual classes and

goes into the social hall, where craft sessions are held.
rr'he more severely rete.rded and disturbed, who do not seem

to benefit from the craft activities, go to the nursery
where there

~re

facilities for outdoor and indoor play.

This latter group also listens to records.

All of the

children are served juice and crackers and then they are
dismissed.

It is the hope and prayer of the director and

teachers that through the love expressed so practically by
the workers, some awareness of acceptance and forgiveness
on God's part comes to these persons.
Sn1:t1.~l!!l

'n<J.

Sgc~a.l, V~,lu9s §t;-e~ifl§d

'l'he principles of the Golden Hula :form the basis for

the spiritual and social values to be imparted to these
children.

To

t~eat

others with love and kindness is con-

stantly kept before them.
The teaohers were unable to give any definite and pre•
cise description of the spiritual growth taking place within

or among the children, but they have a definite impression
that some good is being a.ocomplished.

An incident reported
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to this investigator which bears out the above assumption
was when one of the boys hit another ohild on the head
inflicting a sizeable gash.

At the next church service

the boy responsible for the gash asked permission to pray
before the full assembly.

In his prayer he asked God to

forgive him for hurting his friend.

Prior to the beginni.ng

of the class session he had gone to his friend seeking
forgiveness.
Aaueo~a

,ot:, ..tbe OJ:WJI
The director and co-workers of this program empha•

!is,la.ted

sized that they are not working for records nor necessarily
to please parents or ministers but primarily for the good
and ha,pp1ness of the children and adults enrolled in the

classes.
Since the great majority of the children come from
the Las 'rrampas School, where recreational activities are

a part of the regUlar cur:r1oulum. the ohuroh provides very
little by way of recreational programs.

giving and Christmas programs given

by

Speo1al Thanks•

these children are

annual affairs to which the church 11 the Las Trampas School,
the parents, and community look fortrard.
Pastor William Stoddard and officers of the First
Presbyterian Church work harmoniously with the program.
the membership of the church is kept abreast of the program
and developments

by

various methods.

On occasion the pastor
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and other departmental leaders give the program. director,
Mrs. Dorothy Clark, an opportunity to report to the ohtlroh
and other church organizations on the development and status
of the classes.

At such times Mrs. Clark generally gives

illustrated talks and lessons used in the class.

'Ihe church

bulletin carries frequent news items about the classes as
well as including inserts about the special program.

From

time to time the local newspaper carries stories about the
program.

Though these activities are heartening to the

teachers of the classes, they are of the opinion that more
could. and should be d.one to make the c.ommun1 ty more aware

ot this program.
Several years ago the Walnut Creek Presbyterian Church
started a new m1'n1stry considered vital to their work with
the mentally retarded.

Onoe•a-month informal meetings were

held with parents faced with the many adjustments involved
with having a retard$d child in the home.

Sonoma State

Hospita.l, serving the retarded and mentally 111, sent two

of their staff members to help with this group-counseling

program.

The response of the parents, however. from an

interest $nd attendance standpoint was poor, and the program
was discontinued in 1964.

Hore e.nd more parents having

become acquainted with eity, county, and state counseling
services ma;r have accounted for decreased demand for such

service by the ohuroh.
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1he Walnut Creek First Presbyterian Church program
for the mentally retarded, including Sunday Etnd 1\ionday
classes, has not been in operation during the surn.mer months.
Th~

th11uring now, however, is that the program should be

conducted on a twEalve-lnonth basis tor the benefit of ·the

children and to allow the parents of the children in the
Sunday class the opportunity to attend ohurch services on

a year-round. basis.
l<Ieany of the leaders in the program would like to
provide one teacher for each of the younger children who
is more severely retarded and disturbed.

Since for many

of the children at Las 'I'rampas School, the church program
is·the only time they are out of the institution all week,
tY>.e;r arrive quite excited.

IJ.he goal of the teachers is for

ef.tch of these children to have a teacher who 1'1111 s1 t with

him 1n the worship service and be with him during individual
·Ol~ss

tim.e and thus develop .a program around him as an
l'he child is to be oar!i!Jd for personally from

individual.

1

the moment he arrives until he returns to his regular sohool.
Ea~h

teacher will work with her ohild for six months, after

which an evaluation of the effectiveness of such an approach
will be made.

It is hoped that suoh a program can be

developed and that a bond founded on. God•s love will be
·

~svta.blished

between worker an.d. child.

,

__
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V.

THE CONBINED 1\fiONTCLAIR CHURCH PROGBAH
OAKLAND• CALIFORNIA

,fJits1n Md

D§ye;Lgptn~nttl H~gtoa

'lhe Montclair olass is uniquely different from the

others described 1n this study in that it is sponsored by
three churches of different denominations, the Montclair
Methodist Church, Montclair Presbyterian Church, and St.
John's Episcopal Church, all located in the Montclair area

of Oakland, California.
In 1964 the Mental Retardation Information Council

of Alameda and contra costa. Counties. comprised or parents,
community volunteers, and professionals. began looking tor
gaps

that might

be

f1ll$d in the educational program for

the mentally retarded.

A workshop was held, and it was

discovered that :t-el1g1ous education for the mentally
retarded was a big gap tha.t needed immediate attention.
As a result of the Ne:ntal Hettttrda.tion Information
Couno~l

findings, the Oakland service Guild for Retarded

Children, comprised of a group of "non-parents, .. was organ•
ized.

1be purpose of this group was to provide a total

educational

progr~,

including religious education, for

retarded oh1ldren and young people.

'I'he Montclair li1ethod1st

Churoht the Nontola.ir Presbyterian Ohuroh. and st. John's
E~iscopal

Church decided to sponsor a religious education
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class for rets..rded children on a joint basis.
1'he class wa.s origine.lly conceived es a commu111 ty •

non-sectarian project that would be a. pa.rt of the summer
Ve.oation Bible School program that was also jointly spon•

sored by the same three churches.

It was later decided to

conduot the Bible class for the retarded on a
basis.

rrhe

class wa.s organized in 1964

the pastors of the three churches.

~r1 th

year~round

the support of

1he class met at the

Montclair Presbyterian Church until a. rebuilding program
:forced them to move; they decided to move to the 11ontclair
1

Nethodist Church.
t:hY:§1oaJ; !1!Nfft•MJ2 g:( thea QJ,ag§

The tr1-church progratn is oond.uoted at the Nontolair
Nethodist Church in a room reserved for the religious nurture of the retarded.

l:he teacher in ohe,rge of the cle.ss,

1

l'ljrs. \Ulliam !llcDaniel, is a member of the

byterian Ohuroh.

~1ontola1r

Pres-

She is also the Director of the Berkeley

Nursery School for Retarded Children.
The class meets on Sundays from 10:30 a.m. until noon.
It he.s an enrollment of seven children, ranging in ages from

eleven to nineteen years.

All of the children are enrolled

in special education classes in public schools.

Of the two

girls and five boys enrolled; all caucasian, several have
physical handicaps in addition to their mental handicaps.
All of the children are Protestant. two

~tethodists,

one
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Presbyterian, and fo1lr from other denominations.

Trans-

portation is provided by the parents.
In 1964 the class used the Lutheran curriculum
material for the retarded• but the teachers were not sat1s•
fled with this material eXld in 196.5 began adapting the

regulal" 1964

~1ethodist

P:rime.ry material.

In 1966 they plan

to try ada.pting the new Hethodist Primary material pub..
lished in 1965.

If this does not prove satisfactory they

will turn to something else.
of the

~~ntolair

i4rth

t4a.r1on TD.ylor, a member

Methodist Church who has a son in the class,

is the person responsible for adapting the curriculum material.
It was reported that the st. John•s Episcopal Church
does not have anyone actively engaged in the supervision of
the class but that they did host the tri-ohurah Vacation
Bible School in 196;.
In addition to the class director-teacher, Mrs.
\Ulliam l'foDaniel, and curriculum supervisor, lilrs. Narion

Taylor, a number of high sohool students who are interested
in retarded children volunteer to help with the program.
Counting only Hrs. McDaniel, the student-teacher ratio is
seven-to-one.

Including the teacher, curriculum super-

visor, and two student helpers, the pupil-staff ratio beoomes
approximately two•to•one.
The two supervisors of the class have not received
formal specialized education in working with retarded.

2he1r
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preparations in the field of mental retardation have come
through many years of experience 1n working with retarded
children, through much reading, and through love and
interest in these children.
jbg Clagg

S@§S1~

The class session 1s held on Sunday morning from
10&30 until noon,

The session is divided into three parts:

(1) pre-worship activities, (2) worship service, (3) postworship activities.

Xhe pre-worship a.ct1v1ties consist of greeting eaoh
child as he arrives.

the children then play organized

games or engage in free-play activities.

After playtime

comes music time, and the class sings hymns, folk tunes,
and plays musical games.

After music time there is a ten

minute adjustment period as the class prepares for worship
service.

'lbe worship service is conducted on the order of a
regular ohuroh service.

'rhe olass sings the Doxology,

followed by the Lord's Prayer.
passed the children give their

When the church-bank 1s
offeri~gs.

Each time the

offering is dedicated the olass recites James 1•17:

"Every

good gift end every perfect gift is from above."
The teacher then presents a story or lesson using a
flannelboard or other visual aids that might be appropriate.
lhe children like visual aids they oan hold and manipulate.
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1hey show very little interest in slides.

After the story

is completed the class prays together, ending the worship
service.
Post-worship activities include e. craft period or an
occasional short 'ti-ralk.

If some time remains 1 t 1:s spent

in games or info:rr11al discussion
dents who serve as helpers.

the student helpers.

l'li th

the high school stu-

The children like to talk to

The class is dismissed at twelve

o'clock so that the parents

who are getting out of church

at about this time can pick up their children.
The teachers are of the opinion that a refreshment
time is not necessary or d.esira.ble in their religious edu-

cation program; therefore no refreshments are served..

rl'he

attendance record of the children is very regular.
S~ir!tU!l ~

Sgg!al '~lUe§ §tt~§S!G
A tri-ohuroh effort involving different denomina-

tions preeludes ·crying to impart any part;ioula.r denomi-

national theology to these children.

Inatee.d emphasis is

is placed upon God's love for them. their parents' love
for them, and the love other people have for them.

1he

children are urged to show their love for God• their parents.
and others.

'Ihey are encouraged to think about a.cts which

are positive in nature.

One ehild in the olass is a baptized

member of one of the participating; ohurohes.
It is significant to note that some of the av·erage-
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range children in the ohuroh have 'made spiritual and social
progress in their relationships with the retarded oh1ldren,
The investigator learned that when the retarded children
first began meeting as a olass, many of the average-range
ehildren would not speak to them. would shy away from them;
and generally treated them. in an unfriendly manner.

How-

ever, as tim.e went by the children saw more of eaoh other
when passing in the hallways, resulting in a change in
attitude on the part of the children in the regular classes.
A:ppe.:rently from reports received the average-range children

now readily and eagerly speak to the

retal~ed

children.

Re.ls tes't,..,t\~:Q!2 ~ s . ~t:...the Q.l:j}Wi
T-he retarded children do take part in some of the
regular ohuroh activities.

At least onoe a month they go

into the sanctuary for a. portion of the regular ohuroh
service.

On these occasions the pastor of the ehuroh pub-

licly recognizes their presence and welcomes them.

'£he

children also attend church dinners and other programs.
rh1s program being small and comparatively new, the children

1

have not begun to give programs themselves.

No recreational

programs are provided by the churches for these children.
'lhe I11ontola1r

~tethodist

Church is kept aware of the

religious olass for the retarded by various news items
placed in the ohuroh bulletin and. by other promotional
activities sponsored by the Church's \fornenl3 Society of
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Christian Service which has assumed the promotion of' this
class e.s a speoia.l 'Project.

The community is apprised of the class largely through
the efforts of the class director, Mrs. William NoDaniel,
who is e. member of the service Guild for H.etarded Children

in Oakland.

fltrs. McDaniel wa.s president of the service

Guild but had to take a leave of absence as president in

1965 when she was asked to become the Director of the
Berkeley Nursery School for Retarded Children, a position
she now holds.
Another new and unique line of communication designed
to make the Alameda and Contra Costa communities more aware
of their resl)onsib111ties to the retarded is the MtntaJ,.
Bet&=a:tda.t1Qll IufQ:tmai1slm Qouno1l

letter.

rhe

1

~urpose

C~ml'Jtll,

a bi-monthly news-

is to publicize items of news. educe.•

t1on, new services, facilities. legislation, and general
interest for the benefit of mentally retarded children and
their families.

News of the tri•churoh class just described

often appears 1n this publication.
The

tables presented on the next four pages of this

study summarize pertinent information relative to the five
special religious education classes described in this chapter.

TABLE I
COMPARATIVE DATA RELATIVE TO THE PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION
OF THE FIVE SELECTED CLASSES
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ENROLLMENT CLASSIFICATIONS BY DENOMINATION AND ETHNIC GROUP
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TABLE III
CURRICULUM Al\JD VISUAL AIDS USED AND AREAS WHERE PROGRAI>i HELP IS NEEDED

Churches

CUrriculum
Used

Visual Aids
Used

Areas Where
Help is Needed

Second-hand Lutheran
Nursery and Primary
materials

Flannelboard, Primary chemical
illustrations,
chalkboard

SUitable
CUrriculum

Second-hand UCC
First-grade material
a~d other suitable
helps

Book and magazine
pictures; objects
of nature pertaining to the lesson

Suitable
Curriculum and
musical
activities

First Baptist
(Sacramento)

suitable materials that can be
found. ~1any original
ideas are used

Flannelboard,
pictures, books.
No slides or
movies are used

Suitable
CUrriculum and
more classroom
and storage
facilities

First
Presbyterian
(Walnut Creek}

I1aterials from various sources are
adapted and used.
"Play by ear" practice is often used

Flannelboard
maps, blackgoard.,
pictures. No
slides or movies

Suitable
CUrriculum

Methodist Primary
material

Flannelboard, pictures, and objects
the children can
hold. No movies

Suitable
Curriculum

Trinity
Lutheran
(Stockton)

Eden United
Church of Christ
( Hay-ttfard )

Any

Montclair Methodist
Montclair Presbyterian
st. John's Episcopal
(Oakland)

CD
--.:1

TABLE IV
SPIRITUAL AND SOCIAL VALUES; CONCREGATION AND COlfMUNITY AWARENESS

Churches

Spiritual and Social
Values-Stressed
in Program

Eden United
Church of Christ
(Hayward)

LJ'esus' l~~e "for them;
their love for Jesus;
their love for each
other. Developing
acceptable social
graces.
Love of Jesus for all
human beings; love
and respect for others;
sense of belonging to
chUrch community

First Baptist
( Sacramento)

Use of good manners;
love "for each other;
willingness to help
parents; loving care
"for anima.ls
--~--

How Congregation
Is Made Aware
of' Program

i

Trinity
Lutheran
(Stockton)

First
Presbyterian
(Walnut Creek)
•.Montclair Methodist
Montclair Presbyterian
St. John's Episcopal
'Oakland)

u--

_

The principles of
the Golden Rule
What it means to be
loved and to love;
think about good
things and on the
positive side of life

By the pastor from
the pulpit; special
lectures to the
congregation; free
literature to the
congregation

How Community
Is Made Aware
o:f Program

I

Public recognition
by the church
pastor

News in church
bulletin; newsletter
to parents; personto-per_son publicity
Lectures to church
clubs; recognition
by the pastor; news
in the church
bulletin

_ _____

Recognition by the
pastor; lectures to
church clubs; news
in church bulletin

Special lectures to
civic clubs and
other organizations;
publicity by the
local Assocation for
Retarded Children
Public relations
activities of' church
young people; news
in Hayward ARC Newsletter
News of' church class
sent to homes of the
children in teacher's
public school class
for the retarded
Telks to civic clubs
by Ladies Guild;
stories in the local
newspaper
Discussion of program
at Oakland Service
Guild for retarded
Children; I~IC Newsletter "Compass"
co
co

CHAJ?':rER V
SUI~RY,

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to describe and analyze
selected Christian education classes for mentally retarded
children and young adults to determine the effect of these
classes in helping mentally retarded children and their
parents.

It was thought that selecting classes operated

by different denominations would give a more comprehensive
view of the pro'Plem.

Five classes, four of which are

single church projects and one a tr1-ohuroh effort, located
in different cities within a one hundred mile radius of
Stockton were selected for the study.

The churches and

cities included are Trinity Lutheran C'huroh in stockton,
Eden United Churoh of Christ Church in Hayward, First
Baptist Church 1n Sacramento, First Presbyterian Church
1n Walnut Creek, and the combined program 1n the Montclair
?>lethod1st Church, the t1ontola1r Presbyterian ChuJ:>oh, and

St. John's Episcopal Church 1n Oakland.
Of the

tot~l

enrollment

or

eighty-eight 1n the five

classes, e1ghty-s1x are children and young adults ranging
in ages from five to thirty years.

The other two pupils

are in the age bracket from thirty to fifty-five.
average weekly attendance 1s sixty-seven,

The
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Since there are no generally accepted absolute
boundaries dealing with levels of intellectual retarda•
tion, and since the church school teachers did not have
records. of pupils' intelligence quotients and are not
primarily interested in intellectual capacities and achieve•
menta, no attempt was made by this investigator to categorize each pupil as to the level of retardation.

However,

most of the identification data gathered by observation of
some of the classes in session and from the interviews
with the teachers are oharacter1st1o of the trainable
retardate.
The objectives of the study were to determine (l)
what speo1f1o services are incorporated in church programs
for mentally retarded children and young adults; (2) the
etfeot the selected church classes have in helping mentally
retarded children and young adults; and ()) to what extent
the parents of the mentally retarded children and young
adults 1n the selected classes are being helped in other
ways.
A letter explaining the investigation and its purpose was sent to the selected churches requesting their

co-operation in the study.
~ecorded

~he

investigator conducted tape

interviews to provide complete, accurate, and

permanent record ot the data given.

such record

minimize~

the possibility ot error in reporting the data given in the
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interview.
All of the churches responded within a few days
after receiving the letters asking them to be a part of
the study, and all of them expressed a ready willingness
to take part in the study.

Each church

exp~essed

pleasure

in being selected to participate in the study, and all

seemed delighted that an interest of this kind was being
shown in the area of religious education for the mentally
retarded.

Appointments were made with the class leaders

in each church.
An

interview guide was prepared

for use in the interviews.

by

the investigator

This guide consisted of ques-

tions grouped into four categories:
class, (2) the class in general,

(1) background of the

(J) cla.ss

specifics, (l.t-)

other related areas.
The five church classes included in this study are
all less than ten years old.

Three were organized between

1957 and l959J the other two are comparatively new, having
been organized in 1964 and 1965.

lhe type

of

persons

responsible for starting the programs differed 1n the
various churches.
pioneered

by

In two ot the churches the work was

church young people working 1n conjunction with

adult laymen and the Christian Education Departments of the

churches.

In the three other churches interested adult

laymen and parents working through the Christian Education
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Departments of the churches were responsible for starting
programs.

In no instance was it reported that the pastor

of the ohuroh was the prime moving factor in establishing

In all but one

a program for the mentally retarded.

instance, however, it was reported that the pastor gave
his approval to the program when approached by the organ•
izera.
The current enrollment in the five classes is eighty•
eight pupils with the average attendance being sixty-seven
pupils.

1~ere

are seventeen teachers 1n the five classes.

The teacher-pupil ratio in relation to the current enroll·
ment is approximately one teacher for ever.r five pupils;
this ratio becomes approximately one teacher for every

four students when compared with the average attendance.
Helpers of varying numbers assist the teachers in the
classes. thus giving an even greater degree of supervision
and attention to each child.
When the oldest ot the five classes was started in

1957 the parents of the children reportedly took little
interest in providing transportation for their children.

Transportation was largely provided

by

teachers.

Arter the

class had been under way for several months, the parents
took cognizance ot the interest their children had in the
class as well as noticed some intellectual, spiritual, and
social development in the children,

It was then that the
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parents began to show more interest and concern for the
class and began providing transportation for their own
children.

Parents now provide most of the transportation

for all of the classes except for the Walnut Creek_ Mondat
class where the teachers augment the school program in
transporting the pupils from and baok to the Las

~rampas

School.
Enrollment in a.ll of the five classes included in
this etudy is not contingent upon being a mem.ber of the
particular church or churches that sponsor the class.
Enrollment is open to all retarded children and young
adults in each city without regard to denomination.

Of the

eighty-eight pupils enrolled in the five classes. seventynine pupils are Protestant, seven pupils Homan Catholic,
and two pupils not classified.

A possible explanation for

the lack of Roman Catholic children enrolled is the recent
increased interest and work by the Roman Catholic Church
in the field of mental retardation.
Three ethnic groups are represented by the pupils
in the five programs.
tour pupils are Negro.

Eighty-two pupils are Caucasian;
The other two pupils are Oriental.

The non•Caucasian pupils are found in only two of the progre.ms.
No general or uniform curriculum .materials suitable
tor interdenominational classes such as these are used.
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Each church chooses its own curriculum materials, and these
range from used Nursery and Primary materials to materials
that are made up or gathered from various sources by ee.oh
teacher and adapted to suit the ideas they sought to put
across to the olass.
Certain visual aids are an indispensable part of
each class program.

Many of the children seem to like best

objects whiCh they oan bold and manipulate, pointing up
thereby the im.portanoe of the craft sessions where the
children make and display individual objects.

Most of the

classes make infrequent use of film strips, slides, and
movies.

Several of the teachers believe that these media

do not interest the children.

On the other hand, music and

dramatization activities along with exercises in which the
children can take part greatly interest the children and
are popular with

them~

!•1uoh of the teaching about Chris-

tian end social rela.t1onsh1ps 1s done through these mecl1e..

'Xhe expenses of operating the classes described in
this study are largely borne by the sponsoring churches with
only one church class reporting occasional contributions
from other churches and organizations.

One class director

personally finances the program in her church because no
funds have ever been budgeted by the ohuroh for the program.
She has not asked the church for a budget but believes the
church

l'lOUld

a.pp:roprta te the necessary funds if asked to do
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so.

The congregations of the sponsoring ohurohes are
made aware

·by

various methods of the spiritual needs of the

retarded and of the classes designed to fulfill these needs.
Some of the methods include public recognition

by

the

pastor during the church services, talks and the showing ot
films to various church clubs and auxiliaries, news items
placed in ob.uroh bulletins and newsletters • and rn.ak1ng

available to members free 11 terature on menta.l retardation.

n\e various communities in which the churches are
located are made aware of the religious education classes
by

speakers who talk to service clubs, newspaper stories,

special

n~rsletters

aimed at certain segments ot the pub•

lie, and through the work of the local Association for
Retarded Children.
IJ:he teachers of the classes in this study report
slow but noticeable

~~ogress

and social relationships.

by the children in Christian

The teachers believe the children

look forward to the class sessions and do not want to be
absent.

several parents have reported to the teachers

that occasionally family activities which conflicted with
the class sessions had to be changed since the retarded
child did not want to miss his ola.ss.

!J.he attitude of the

children has spawned a transformation in many parents and
this transformation is reflected by a oha.nge in the att1 tude
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of many- of the parents of re·tarded children.
who have been reluctant to admit

th~t

Some parents

their child 1s

retarded, and who had gone so far as to try to conceal the
very existence of the ohild 1 have found new faith and new
hope in these classes for them and their families.
The parents are said to be happy and thankfUl for

the ohuroh leaders who have envisioned the raot that their
retarded children are also a part of God's creation and
that Jesus loves them and died to save them.

Parents are

grateful that the rets.rded children are included 1n the
total program of the ohureh to the end that they might
respond to the seeking of love of God as revealed 1n Jesus.
Most of the teachers of the classes described in
this study are interested in having the ohild.ren exposed
to the regular worship service atmosphere, so that the
children can become aoqu.a1nted. '\'lith the various worship
procedures and at the same time will realize that they are
a.

definite part of the church community.

To achieve this

objective most of the classes periodically take their
children into the regular church services.

In some of the

churches mention is made by the pastor or the class' presence
and special recognition is given the ola.ss tor its work.

It

the class meets during the week and is unable to attend the
regular Sunday· worship service, as in the ease of the larger
section of the Walnut creek First Presbyterian class which
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meets on Nonday, the teaohers make special efforts to
oreate a worshipful atmosphere physically and spiritually
<turing a portion of the class session.
In addition to attendance at the regular worship
services most of the ohurohes include the retarded ohil•
dren in meny of their other activities suoh as ohuroh
dinners, programs, and recreational activities.

The two

largest and. oldest classes, 'l'rini ty Lutheran in Stoekton
and First Presbyterian in Walnut Creek, give programs in
the churches eaoh year whioh are planned and carried out
by the retarded children.

On occasion they have given bene-

fit programs to help raise funds for ohuroh needs.

It is

stated that wellsprings ot joy. pride, and thanksgiving
surge through the minds and hearts of the teachers and

parents as they listen to theae children apeak with pride
and admiration about 'rour church 11 and about their love for
J eaus and IUs

love for them.

'Ihe inclusion of theln:)ntal.ly retarded child in the

total program of the ohuroh has brought about a

rene~red

interest in the ohuroh on the part of m.any parents.

Here-

tofore many parents kept their retarded oh1ldren in seclusion and found it necessary to stay at home with them.

It

is reported that as the result of the new interest taken in
retarded families by the ohuroh more parents have brought
their children out of the shadows and are exposing them to
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the sunshine of God's love.

While the children are bask-

ing in their newly discovered surroundings under the super•
vision of loving teachers, many of the parents are attending church for the first time in years.

They are dis•

covering that God•s love, as revealed in Jesus Christ
t:.m.d. subsequently in the 11 ves of r.nany human beings is very
much

alive.
CONCLUSIONS

It appears that the churches involved 1n this study
are sincerely concerned about the needs and rights of
mentally retarded children.

Other churches are involved

in programs similar to the ones described in this study.
It is the investigator•s hope that, with time, more and
more churches of all faiths will recognize the presence
and worth of' mentally retarded children and set in operation programs that include these children in the church

community and in the total ministry of the church.
According to the data gathered in this study the
following points seem significant:
1.

If the widely stated rate of ino1d.enoe

or

approximately three per oent of the general population
being retarded is reasonable, the five olasses described
in this study are reaching a very small portion of the total
number of retarded persons who live in the cities where
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these ohuroh classes are conducted.
2.

Of the eighty-eight persons enrolled in these

cla.sses, four are Negro and two are Oriental..
eighty-two are Caucasian.

The other

It appears that the minority

groups might not be taking full advantage of the privilege
of enrolling their children in these classes.

The geo•

graphical locations of two of the classes being in areas
where few if any minority families live, contributes to
some degree to the low minority groups enrollment,

It 1s

also possible that the usual socio-economic selectivity
pattern is operating.as well.

3•

Not one ohuroh group named its pastor as the

moving force responsible for initiating a ohuroh program
for the retarded.

Undoubtedly there are some ministers

who are not interested in this work and see no necessity
for such classes.

But it appears that the ministers of

churches involved in this study have become interested in
the spiritual welfare of retarded persons in their oongre•
gations and in their communities.

Possibly a lack of knowl-

edge and understanding of the problem along with pressure

of other duties caused them to be reluctant to lead out in
organizing such classes.
4.

Of the seventeen teachers 1n the five progx-ams

described in this study only one has an academic degree in

the field of Speoia.l Education.

'l'he consensus seems to be

.

,,
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that the prime requisites for teachers of mentally retarded
children are not formal training and academic degrees but
a sincere interest in and love for these children.

5· The primary concern of the teachers is not the
intellectual development of these children but their spiritual and social development.

God's love for them. their

love for God. their love for each other, and the practicing
of good manners appear to be the paramount themes and
objectives.

6.

Probably the most important area where these

classes need help and assistance is in developing curriculum
and teaching materials that will be suitable for the various
levels of understanding in interdenorninat1ona.l classes.

7• No serious behavior probem.s were mentioned.
Apparently the retarded children in these classes cause a
minimum of behe.v1or problems.

8.

Of the e1ghty-e1ght persons in the five classes.

three attended confirmation classes for about three years
and have been confirmed in the Lutheran Church.

Seven

other oh1ldren have been baptized and aooepted as members
of their various Churches.

1he classes in this study

demonstrate that mental reta.rda.t1on does not exclude one
from churoh fellowship nor membership.

9•

'l.'he positive response of' the children to these

church classes has brought immeasurable encouragement to
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their parents.

In many cases the positive attitude of the

children has led to additional spiritual enrichment of the
parents by their rediscovery of the church and its vitalizing influence in their own lives.
10.

The churches in this study are helping mentally

retarded children and their parents by becoming cognizant
of the religious needs of retarded children and their
families.
11.

One class described in this study was organized

and is conducted by three different denominations.

A

religious education class for the retarded can be successfully conducted by different churches co-operating together
and pooling their resources and facilities.
RECOMMENDATIONS
After a careful study of the data presented in this
investigation the following recommendations are offered:
1.

The Division of Christian Education of the National

Council of Churches in the United States of America, or some
other responsible educational research body, develop a
curriculum and teaching materials guide which can be used
on a national scale by churches and other religious organizations conducting classes for mentally retarded children.
The developers of this curriculum guide should bear in mind
that many classes for retarded persons are conducted on an
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interdenominational basis.
2.

All local councils of churches, ntinisterial

alliances, and churches that do not belong to either group
should concern themselves with the religious nurture of
mentally retarded persons in their local communities.

If

no church class for the retarded is in operation in a. local
community consideration should be given to start one.

If

a class is in operation and if this one class seems to be
sufficient the other local churches should offer any sup•
port that the1 might be capable of rendering.

~hey

should

also publicize that class in their own churches for the
benefit of' those in their congregation who might be in
need of this ministry.
;.

Local councils 0fi churches and ministerial

associations in conjunction with the looal Association for
Retal'ded Children and other interested o:r:·ganizat1ons should
sponsor workshops to delve into the various aspects of
religious eduoe.tion for the mentally retarded.

When such

workshops are held some person or persons should be
assigned the responsibility of writing up formal reports

o:f' the presentations and discussions.

These reports should

be made available to the families who make up the membership of the looal Association for Mentally Retarded Ch1ldr$n
and to churches and other interested groups.
4.

Apparently not everyone who is interested in
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retarded children and has a sympathetic attitude toward
them oan work with them skillfully.

To prevent poor hand•

ling of the retarded person and to minimize the frustration
that oomes to

11l~prepared

leaders and teachers, every

person who works with the mentally re·tard.ed should seek
all of. the formal and informal training possible.

However,

the local council of churches and Association for Mentally
Retarded Children should initiate in-service training.

5• All parents of retarded children should locate
a church class that may be in their community and enroll
their children in the class.

If there is no class in

existence the parents should initiate the organization of
such a class through their respective church leaders seek•
ing out the guidance of the looa.l Assooia tion for Retarded
Childre.n.
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APPENDIX A
1~0

LISTS OF CHURCHES CONDUCTING CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
CLASSES FOR MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN
(LISTED AS RECEIVED)

CALIFORNIA AND NEVADA DISTRICT
'l:HE LU'rHEHAN CHURCH
l'liSSOURI SYNOD

Bethany Lutheran Church
928 Redwood Drive
Bakersfield
Se.int John Lutheran Church
10:30 li'ourth street

Bakersfield

Redeemer Lutheran Church
1355 Hawthorne Avenue
Ch1oo
Grace Lutheran Church
2 Ramona Avenue
El Cerrito
Our Savior Lutheran Church
2151 North Fruit Avenue
Fresno
Grace Lutheran Church

18:36 B Street,

Hayward

Our savior Lutheran Church

3828 East Avenue

Livermore

Graoe Lutheran Church
1819 College
Modesto
Saint John Lutheran Churoh
1751 Second street
N'a.pa

·

First Lutheran Church
916 North E Street
Porterville
Redeemer Lutheran Church
468 Grand Street
Hedwood Cit;r
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Saint Peter Lutheran Church
294 Broadmoor Blvd.
san Leandro
Lutheran Church of the Resurrection
1012 Las Gallinas Avenue
San Rafael
Saint Luke Lutheran Church

905 Mendocino
Santa Rosa

Mount Olive Lutheran Church
460 Murphy street
Sebastopol
Saint Andrew Lutheran Church
4910 Claremont Avenue
Stockton
Trinity Lutheran Church

725 North American Street

Stockton

Peace Lutheran Church
28 Emmons Park Drive
Taft
Faith Lutheran Church

560 West Park Blvd.
Ukiah

Grace Lutheran Church

1111 south Conyer Street

Visalia

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA-NEVADA
COUNCIL OF CHURCHES
Arlington Community Church·
52 Arlington Avenue
Berkeley
Bidwell Memorial Presbyterian Church
First and Broadway
Ch1oo

First Presbyterian Church
P. o. Box 3094
Eureka
First Presbyterian Church
~1 Street
Fresno

1,540

Eden United Church of Christ
214;; Birch Street
Harward
Good Shepherd Lutheran Churoh

166 West Harder Road

Hayward

First Presbyterian Churoh

401 South K Street
Livermore

Our Savior's Lutheran Church

.3828 East Avenue

Livermore

Union Presbyterian Church
860 University
los Altos
First Presbyterian Church

9 50 Santa Cruz Avenue

Menlo Park

Montclair Methodist Church
5549 Snake Road
Oakland
First United Church of Christ
198; Louis Road
Palo Alto
Hillcrest United Church of Christ

404 Gregory

Lane

Pleasant Hill

Redeemer Lutheran Churoh
468 Grand Avenue
Redwood CitY
First Baptist Church
2324 L Street
Sacramento
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st. James Episcopal Church
4620 California Street
San Francisco
Antioch Baptist Church
268 East Julian
San Jose
First Methodist Church
24 North Fifth street
San Jose

St. Peter's Lutheran Church
Broadmoor e.nd Breed
San Leandro

Church of the Valley

400 North Winchester Blvd.

Santa Clara

St. Thomas Episcopal Church
231 South Sunset street
sunnyvale

Peace Evangelical Lutheran Church
26 Emmons Park Drive
'J:aft
First Presbyterian Church
1720 Oakland Blvd.
Walnut Creek

APPENDIX B
INVESTIGATOR'S LETTER TO THE CHURCHES REQUESTING
1~EIB

PARTICIPATION IN THE STUDY

This is a copy of the letter sent to the pastor and
Director of Christian Education of the First Baptist Church
in Sacramento. Copies of this letter were also sent to the
pastors and Christian eduoation.direotors of the four other
churches involved in this study.

· 1952 South

C8liforn~a

Stocktcn, Californ!a
October 14, 196.5

Street

Dr. Wilbur Christians and
The Director of Christian Education
First Baptist Church
2324 L Street
Sacramento, california
Dear Pastor and Director of Christian Education&
I am a Master's degree candidate at the University of the
Pacific in Stockton. At present I am working on my thesis
which is a study of Christian education classes for mentally
retarded children and young adults. This study will involve
a detailed description and analysis of five Christian edu•
cation classes being conducted for mentally retarded children
in Northern California. The class that your church is conducting is one of the five chosen for this study.
The purpose of this letter 1s to solicit your help and
cooperation in this study. To successfully complete this
research project it will be necessary for me to conduct an
interview with the supervisors of your class for the mentally
retarded. I trust that you might be willing to participate
in this study by granting me an interview in the near future
as it is necessary to compile all information within the next
few weeks. I shall be happy to meet the program supervisors
at a time and place convenient for them.
I have enclosed a self-addressed stamped envelope for
your convenience in replying. I shall appreciate receiving
the telephone number of the person in charge of the program
for the retarded and I shall also appreciate your indicating
on your letter if tape recording the interview will meet with
your approval.
Thank you for considering this request and I shall look
forward to an early reply.
Very sincerely yours,
l'1ajor

c• White

APPENDIX C
IN'l'ERVIEW GUIDE

INTERVIEW GUIDE
Establishment of good rapport with the interviewees is
essential.

or

Present

introducto~y

statement of the purpose

the study.

~agkgtound

1.

of th§ Qlasa
Can you give me some background as to why and how
this program was begun?

a.
2.

Who are some of the people responsible for
organizing the class?

How many· churches are involved in the program?

3· Additional comments from supervisors or teachersl
Phzs1gal pesot&Rt1gn gf tne Ql§sm

4.
5·

6.

Where and when does the class meet?

How many pupils are enrolled in the class?
a.

What is the age range of the pupils?

b.

Wnat is the distribution of pupils according
to sex?

e.

What religious denominations are represented
by the 'PUP.ils?

d.

What ethnic groups are enrolled in the class?

e.

How many of the pupils read and write?

f.

Do the pupils have their own Bibles?

How many families of this church have mentally
retarded children?

a.

7•

How many of these families do not send their
children to this class? Why?

Tell me about the transportation situation for
the pupils.
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8.

Are there individual classes within the total
program?

a.
9.

10.

\4hat is the student-teacher ratio in the total
program?

Will you describe the curriculum materials used
in the class?
a.

11.

Who prepares the curriculum materials and
where can they be obtained?

Can you tell me about the educational background
of the teachers?
a.

12.

Please describe the individual classes.

Are teacher education classes held for them'?

Additional comments from supervisors or teaoherss

IQe g*am1 Sesg1oney
1;.

14.

Can you describe a typical class session?

a.

What visual aids are used as teaching devices?

b.

How is prayer offered by the children?

o.

Do the children bring offerings to the class?

d.

What moral and social values are stressed?

e.

What spiritual and social growth is discerned
in the children?

t.

HOlT

g.

Can you describe the behavior problems
enoounter&dl

h.

What is the attendance pattern of the pupils?

1.

What recreational programs are provided by the
ohuroh for the pupils of the class?

many of the children are bapt1 zed or
confirmed members of a church?

What contact do the retarded pupils have with the
average-range pupils while here for class?

What attitudes toward the retarded pupils are
demonstrated by the average-range pupils?
16.

What interest do the parents of the retarded
pupils take in the olass?
Do the parents of the mentally retarded pupils
usually attend sunday School or ohuroh services
during the time this ola.ss is being conducted for
their children?

18.

Additional comments from supervisors or teachers:

O~he~ jel~ted

19.

ASR§Ct§ gf the Qlass

Is provision :r:nade for the retarded pupils to attend
participate in other church activities?

and

20.

What special programs are given by the mentally
retarded pupils?

21.

Do you have a follow-up plan for the pupils if
they leave this class for any reason?

22.

In what ways do you make your congregation aware ·
of mentally retarded persons?

2).

In what ways do you make the community aware of
retarded persons and of this class?

a.

What interest does the community ·take in this
program?

24.

Does the church provide special classes on mental
retardation for the parents of mente.lly retarded
oh1ldren?

25.

Is there a systematic plan of visitation by church
leaders or teachers to the homes of the mentally
retarded?
a.

Please describe further.

26.

Does your church take advantage by referral of the
services offered by community age.nc1ee to help the
mentally retarded?

27.

Please feel free to make any other comments you
may wish about your special ohurch class for the
mentally retarded.

